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SUBJECT: Review Information Technology Strategic Plan
SUMMARY
The City of Ventura has completed the first comprehensive citywide Information
Technology Strategic Plan. This five-year plan will act as a living document that can be
adjusted annually by the IT Governance Committee. The plan was developed in close
collaboration with ThirdWave Corporation and City departments. The plan articulates a
vision and a roadmap for the effective use of technology, and staff is confident that this
plan will help support the complex work of the City.
RECOMMENDATION
Review and approve the Information Technology Strategic Plan and Roadmap completed
by ThirdWave Corporation in collaboration with the City of Ventura.
DISCUSSION/ANALYSIS
On June 4, 2020, the City of Ventura issued an RFP for an Information Technology
Strategic Plan (“ITSP”), and ThirdWave Corporation (“ThirdWave”) was selected to
complete the strategic plan for the City. ThirdWave is one of the leading consulting firms
in the area of public sector technology strategic planning and has a successful track
record of working with other local government agencies. ThirdWave specializes in
strategic plans for the Information Technology sector and has previously completed over
150 plans for other public agencies. ThirdWave started working with the City of Ventura
on this critical project in late 2020.
ThirdWave has primarily focused on addressing management, operational and technical
challenges that could be mitigated with investments in proven technologies throughout
the project. City staff has worked very closely with ThirdWave to ensure that input from
all levels at the City as well as stakeholders within the community are reviewed and
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included in the ITSP and Roadmap. To do so, ThirdWave reviewed all existing Information
Technology documents as well as interviewed internal staff members and management.
ThirdWave also completed an online staff survey and the public survey in November 2020
to gain the needed input from internal and external stakeholders to complete this project.
ThirdWave and City staff from all City departments also participated in a significant
number of workshops where approximately thirty-one (31) strategic initiatives spanning
management, operational, and technology areas of opportunity were identified. The final
ITSP details all of these initiatives and is the product of a highly collaborative effort that
includes the valuable contributions made by City management and staff.
Staff recommends that the City adopts the ITSP and Roadmap to provide departments
with a comprehensive framework that captures the priorities set by the City departments
and City Council members. The ITSP will help ensure that all citywide technology-related
goals are aligned with existing priorities. The staff also recommends an annual review by
the IT Governance Committee to accurately reflect any short-term adjustments and longterm initiatives in the strategic plan since the plan has a five-year time horizon. This will
help ensure that any future technology-related projects and investments are sound and
deliver the highest possible value to the City.
The three key recommendations advanced in the ITSP include creating the City’s first
Information Technology department with additional staffing, the adoption of an updated
IT Governance model, and the Project Implementation Roadmap. The ITSP Roadmap is
especially important because it will guide the City’s future technology investments in the
most strategic, innovative, and efficient manner possible.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The total projected cost for each fiscal year if City Council approves the ITSP and
Roadmap are listed in the below table. The review and approval of the plan do not
authorize any future funding. All future funding will be reviewed, approved, and
programmed into the Information Technology Internal Service Fund (61) through the
annual budget process.
Roadmap 5-Year Estimated Investment
FY 2022-23

FY 2023-24

FY 2024-25

FY 2025-26

FY 2026-27

Total

$3,008,560

$2,734,140

$2,277,120

$2,300,320

$2,561,920

$12,882, 060

Prepared by:

Louis Arul-Doss, Information Technology Manager
Ivijan Day, Management Analyst II
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Preface

The City of Ventura Information Technology Strategic
Plan & Implementation Roadmap (ITSP Roadmap) is
the result of a comprehensive and thorough
assessment of the City’s existing technologies,
operational requirements, and service delivery needs.
This document reflects a strategy that is
technologically strategic, operationally responsive,
and fiscally responsible. It addresses the unique
requirements of mission-critical business needs of
Ventura constituents, visitors, and business
community.

$
$

The ITSP Roadmap is the product of a collaborative effort with City management and staff who
made valuable contributions throughout the project. A focus was placed on addressing
management, operational and technology challenges that could be mitigated with strategic
investments in proven and emerging technologies. ThirdWave observed numerous strengths at
the City including the following:
•

The City’s Information Technology Division consists of highly talented technical professionals,
underscored by the high ratings in the areas of Help Desk and Ongoing Technical Support
received by City staff in the project’s online survey.

•

City staff has a strong level of professionalism, with a conscientious commitment to delivering
exemplary services to the residents, businesses, and tourists, notwithstanding the challenges
brought by COVID-19.

•

Under the direction of the City Manager, City Council, Finance & Technology Director and the
leadership of the IT Manager, the execution of the ITSP to chart the City’s technology direction
for the next 5 years is a healthy indicator of the desire to intelligently map the City’s future use
of emerging technologies.
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As of this writing, the City is embarking on the selection of a new Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) system, which will be a significant improvement to the existing Agresso
system in its functionality and ability to effectively support mission critical business processes.

The ITSP & Roadmap focuses on improving the status quo and articulating a path for the City’s
continuing evolution as an exceptional City; it is comprised of two complementary volumes:
Volume 1: IT Strategic Plan (ITSP), providing functional and technical specifications and
benefits for a comprehensive set of possible management, business process
improvement, and Information Technology initiatives (this document);
Volume 2: IT Strategic Plan 5-Year Implementation Roadmap (Roadmap), providing the
final proposed and prioritized Information Technology initiatives, budget estimates,
5-year timeline, and enterprise benefits of adopting and finding the ITSP.
The challenge of adopting, funding, and implementing an ITSP Roadmap is a formidable one,
particularly during uncertain times as those imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic. However, given
its 5-year timeline, there is plenty of latitude to execute the technology initiatives identified in the
ITSP. The ITSP Roadmap is a living document that should be reviewed and adjusted on a yearly
basis. It provides an opportunity for new, more efficient ways of providing services. The purpose
of the ITSP Roadmap is to ensure investments in strategic business technologies are sound and
deliver the highest possible value to the City and its constituents. This document provides a wealth
of data that can be leveraged over the next five years to facilitate excellence in municipal services,
civic participation, and community well-being.
A special thanks to the City Manager’s Office, Michael Coon, Finance & Technology Director,
Department Heads and the City’s professional staff for their engagement and valuable input. This
project could not have been realized without the close collaboration of the City’s IT Manager,
Louis Arul-Doss and ITSP Project Manager, Ivijan Day, Management Analyst II.
Respectfully,

Roy R. Hernández
Founder, President & CEO
ThirdWave Corporation
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Section 1
Executive Summary

1.1

Information Technology Strategic Plan Vision

This document provides an Information Technology
Strategic Plan (ITSP) custom tailored to the City of Ventura.
Informed by the unique organizational and operational
needs of the City, the ITSP offers a technologically sound
vision focusing on Strategic Business Technologies
responsive to the challenges and opportunities that exist at
the City.
The vision of the ITSP is to:
Provide a comprehensive roadmap fostering the use of proven stateof-the-practice

Information

Technology

in

the

most

strategic,

innovative, cost effective and efficient manner possible to support
internal City operations, extraordinary customer service delivery, civic
participation, and community wellbeing.
The adoption and implementation of the ITSP will leverage the effective investment in Information
Technologies, while at the same time support the City’s mission-critical services.
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Project Goal & Objectives

The goal of the project was to create an exceedingly
responsive five (5) year ITSP & Roadmap employing a
highly participatory process engaging City staff,
management, the IT department, and constituents. The
objectives are to:
•

Connect technology resources, innovation, and
initiatives to the City’s core values and mission-critical
services;

•

Serve as an effective framework for how IT services are delivered throughout the City; and

•

Define a clear set of goals, guiding principles, and strategic priorities for accomplishing the
City’s ITSP, principles and implementation roadmap.

The ITSP Roadmap represents the results of a comprehensive City-wide assessment of the City’s
IT needs. It provides a high-level technical specification for more than forty (40) Information
Technology initiatives, including a compelling business case for each. Consequently, this is a
sizable document.
This document is structured to provide sufficient details for each actionable recommendation, to
the extent that the content could be used to develop numerous Request for Proposal/solicitation
documents over the next five years. In other words, this is a technical reference volume, not a
document meant to be read in one sitting.
The ITSP document contains articulated objectives that will guide how the City delivers innovative
and effective services internally and to the public.

1.3

Project Approach & Methodology

The ITSP project employed a comprehensive and structured best-practice methodology. It applied
ThirdWave’s patented data-driven method, which collects and synthesizes various types of
information, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Data on existing and planned Information Technology
Focus Groups with IT staff and management
Interviews with the City’s leadership team
Online Staff Survey, to allow all City staff the opportunity to provide input
Thirteen (13) half-day Rapid Workflow® business process improvement workshops addressing
mission-critical business functions
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City of Ventura Background Information

The City of Ventura, incorporated in 1866 as the City of San
Buenaventura, has a population of approximately 109,000.
The city encompasses approximately 32.1 square miles of
which 21.7 square miles is land and 10.4 square miles is
water.
Located thirty (30) miles south of Santa Barbara, and sixty
(60) miles northwest of Los Angeles, Ventura is a coastal
community known for its historic downtown, harbor, pier,
golf courses, beaches, parks, and passion for art and
culture. Ventura is a full-service city providing police and fire
services, parks and recreation, public works, and
community development in addition to water treatment and
distribution, storm water processing, and wastewater
management.

1.5

Information Technology Strategic Plan (ITSP) Findings

1.5.1

Summary of Key Findings

The ITSP project identified approximately thirty-one (31) strategic initiatives spanning
management, operational and technology areas of opportunity. These challenges are not ranked
in priority order. The following provides a summary of the top ten (10) challenges facing the City.
(All initiatives are described in detail in Section 4, ITSP Recommendations in this document.
Technical terms are defined in a glossary in Section 5 of this document.)
1.

311/Customer Relationship Management
The need for a 311/Customer Relationship Management (CRM) solution was the most
mentioned requirement in the ITSP project. It was brought up in the Public Works and Parks
& Recreation management interviews, City Manager and 311/CRM Rapid Workflow®
workshops, and the IT Focus Groups. The deficiencies of the current, 15-year-old, Comcate
system is resulting in staff inefficiencies, the public has a difficult time entering customer
requests. Comcate does not support mobile devices, which has become the main
communication method for the public. All of the above has led to many of the public having
poor customer service experiences with the Comcate system.

2.

Enterprise Document/Records Management
Electronic document and records management was the second most identified technology
by staff and management in the ITSP project. The IT Focus Group revealed the City has
OnBase, but the system is underutilized possibly to flawed planning and implementation, in
addition to a lack of support staff. The City Manager’s Rapid Workflow® workshop revealed
the City does a poor job managing data/documents/records. The Rapid Workflow® workshop
with the City Clerk revealed the lack of a city-wide Enterprise Content Management roadmap.
All of the above result in the inability to effectively manage city documents/records, staff
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inefficiencies in finding documents needed to provide services to the community, duplication
of effort and content storage, which has hard dollar costs associated with it.
3.

IT Governance
The City does not have an IT governance process, policies, and practices in place. This can
result in a lack of executive sponsorship, lack of end-user engagement, and departments
proceeding with projects on their own without IT involvement. This can result in procuring
unresponsive technologies IT cannot support, wasting valuable funds, and introducing risks
to the success of technology projects.

4.

IT Organization Resources
The IT organization received high marks from City staff in the areas of Help Desk and
Ongoing Technical Support. However, there were a number of service areas where staff and
management noted IT staff is stretched too thin. The online survey identified a number of key
areas with significant room for improvement, including: procurement of technologies, enduser training, identifying IT/business process requirements, technology implementation
planning, project management/ and managing change. The lack of staff to provide these key
services to city departments limits fully leveraging technologies, adversely impacts service
delivery to the public, and limits getting the highest return on investment in IT.

5.

Personal Computers
The Online Staff Survey revealed Personal Computers are one of the most significant issues
at the City. Challenges included not having laptops, enough computers, outdated and slow,
and overdue for replacement. This issue was magnified by COVID, and the need to procure
laptops in a hurry.

6.

Utility Billing System
The Utility system uses an Oracle database, and IT lacks the expertise to use it, adversely
affecting the ability to do queries from CIS (Customer Information System), and a clumsy
process using text files to transfer data between systems.

7.

Leave of Absence
The existing system has a number of deficiencies, requiring manual processes and heavy
use of Excel spreadsheets. This results in the risk of inaccuracies, processing hardcopy
documents, and duplication of effort.

8.

ActiveNet & Agresso Integration
The existing parks and recreation system, ActiveNet is not integrated into the City’s finance
system, Agresso. This results in the inability to reflect accurate revenues, duplicate running
of budget reports in Agresso and ActiveNet, inaccurate budget estimates and wasted staff,
customer time.
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9.

Police Radio System
The existing radios are analog, which results in not meeting State requirements, not meeting
requirements for audio quality, inhibits the coordination with neighboring agencies, lacks the
cell phone 911 service to locate the caller, and not being compliant with CJIS requirements.
The issue of radio compatibility applies to city-wide communications.

10.

Legal Document Management System
The City has an outdated legal document management system (City Law, which the City has
had since the ‘90s). Everything has to be input manually, e.g., in Outlook, so staff does not
really use the system as an effective document management system. The existing system
has a number of challenges, e.g., managing milestones on assigned projects, inability to
schedule court hearings, and lack of contemporary functionality. This results in inefficiencies
and is not an effective management system for the work demands of the City Attorney’s
Office.

1.5.2

Summary of Key Recommendations

The ITSP & Roadmap project identified dozens of potential initiatives. Of those, twenty (20) were
deemed to be the most beneficial to the City and its customers. The following are the most
significant, and specific, actionable recommendations. The items below provide a summary of the
top ten organizational and technical recommendations for the ITSP & Roadmap.
1.

311/Customer Relationship Management
Implement a Customer Relationship Management system with the functionality articulated in
the ITSP project, one that is GIS centric, provides a user-friendly customer portal and
supports mobile devices.

2.

Enterprise Content Management
Develop an Enterprise Content Management System (ECMS) Roadmap to fully leverage the
existing system or a potential future replacement system across the City. Address
technologies that will benefits the City, including enterprise document and records
management, enterprise taxonomy, and an implementation road including imaging,
document management, records management, workflow automation, e-forms, and esignatures.

3.

IT Governance
Adopt a formal IT Governance best practice process with the ITSP including requirement’s
definition, validation, specifications, and business case for management review. Adopt welldefined roles of all stakeholders, staff/customers, IT staff, and the Management IT
Governance Committee, and policies so that City departments are engaged.

4.

IT Organization Resources
Resource the IT organization with sufficient staff to effectively support existing and future
systems to be deployed in the 5-year ITSP Roadmap. Allocate additional resources, as
required, as new technologies are deployed over the 5-year plan, using a combination of IT
staff, consultant and vendors as resources allow.
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5.

Windows Upgrades
Reevaluate new laptop models, and based on the outcome, newly selected
computers/laptops will address and resolve the existing issues. New models will match the
new configuration, and Desktops with Windows 7 will be replaced with Windows 10.

6.

Utility Billing System
Migrate the Oracle database in the Utility Billing system from Oracle to a SQL Server
database.

7.

Leave of Absence
Implement a Leave of Absence application with the key features and function identified in the
ITSP project with City staff and management. This application will have an open architecture
and offer interoperability for interfacing to the existing or future ERP HR Payroll module.

8.

ActiveNet & Agresso Integration
Implement an integration between ActiveNet and Agresso, addressing all data requirements
identified with City staff and management, including revenue by class/program, special
events, point of sale, and facility rentals. Provide the ability to see accounting transactions
and have Agresso reports match the expenditures.

9.

Upgrade Police/City-Wide Radio System
Implement new digital mobile radios for cars and portable radios to be worn by officers. Key
specifications include the ability to interface with the Radio Control system used by
dispatchers, PII encryption, interface to other public safety and public works agencies, as
well as interface with the City’s VersaTerm CAD system. Implement a city-wide radio system
so that Public Works, Water, Police, Fire, and Parks & Recreation have the ability to
communicate adequately via radio.

10.

Legal Document Management System
Implement a Legal Document Management System with case management, automated
calendaring system with triggers, ability to assign case numbers, workload management,
expiration dates tracker, and records management (records retention/dispositioning and
effective search tools) functionality.

There are three other major requirements identified in the project but not addressed because their
solutions are already under way: the requirement definition of an Enterprise Resources Planning
system, City’s Wi-Fi enhancements and Cybersecurity enhancements, Social Operation Center
(SOC) and Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA).
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IT Strategic Plan & Roadmap Benefits

The ITSP project identified substantial potential benefits
that could be realized by implementing the strategy.
Qualitative and quantitative benefits were identified in
Rapid Workflow® workshops, and this data was
leveraged to prioritize ITSP initiatives. A total of twohundred (260) potential benefits were identified in
thirteen (13) business process workshops, an average
of twenty (20) benefit opportunities per mission-critical
business process.
The figure below, Figure 1.5.3.1: ITSP Potential Benefits lists the top twenty potential benefits of
approving and funding the ITSP. The figure below illustrates the level of magnitude of the potential
impact that ITSP initiatives offer the City and its constituents.
Figure 1.5.3.1: ITSP Potential Benefits
Benefit Types

#

1

Staff time savings

41

2

Improved efficiencies

41

3

Cost savings

19

4

Enhanced customer service

18

5

Business process improvement

11

6

Reduced errors

11

7

Improved accountability

7

8

Increased use/confidence on ECMS

6

9

More efficient virtual meetings

6

10

Easier to find documents

5

11

Improves image of the City

5

12

Improved legal & regulatory compliance

5

13

Up to date record retention schedule

5

14

Better ability to respond to issues quickly

5

15

Interoperability with other public agencies

4

16

Eliminate the use of paper

4

17

Staff will be able to do high value work

4

18

Cleaner data

4

19

Reduce contacting Clerk for assistance

3

20

Increased performance metrics/outcomes

3

Note:
The “#” column indicates
the total number of times
each benefit was identified
in all of the Rapid Workflow®
workshops.
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Section 2
Project Overview

2.1

Project Background, Goal & Objectives

The goal of the ITSP project is to identify internal and
external technology needs; the role of Information
Technology within the IT organization; and responsive
technology solutions that will allow the City to provide
exemplary services to the Ventura community. Moreover,
the ITSP Roadmap will help guide the City in responsive
technology planning and sound investments.
The objective of the ITSP project is to provide a 5-year ITSP
Roadmap employing a highly participatory process directly
engaging City departments and staff. The ITSP Roadmap
contains actionable recommendations that will guide and
shape how the City delivers innovative and effective
technology services throughout the organization and to the
community at large.
This report is accompanied by a second volume, Volume II: Roadmap focusing on prioritization,
budgeting, and deployment timeline. As such, the following pages address “what” should be done,
and the Roadmap addresses “when” and at “what cost.”
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The objectives of the ITSP project are to:
•

Define a clear set of goals, guiding principles and strategic priorities for accomplishing the
City’s objectives defining best practices and actionable recommendations.

•

Serve as the framework for how IT services will be delivered to the City with an enterprise focus
(instead of in a siloed manner) to integrate existing and new systems to provide business
process improvement.

•

Provide actionable recommendations and be the guiding document that shapes how the City
delivers innovative, unified, and effective technology services throughout the organization and
to the community.

To this end, the implementation of future business systems and Information Technology projects
must be properly prioritized, scheduled and coordinated as part of an enterprise ITSP.
Implementation of the ITSP & Roadmap will help ensure the City’s technological advancement by
making logical and sound investments in physical resources (i.e., hardware, software, integrated
systems, etc.) and human resources (staff and training).

2.2

IT Strategic Plan Project Approach

The ITSP project employed a comprehensive, logical, and structured approach relying on the
collection, assessment, and synthesis of various types of information gathered in the course of the
project, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Information Technology inventory data
Management interview data
City staff and Community online survey data
IT focus group data
Rapid Workflow® Business Process Workshop data

Figure 2.2.1 on the following page illustrates the approach used on the ITSP project. The project
was
broken
out
into
three
phases:
Discovery,
Analysis/Requirements,
and
Recommendations/Strategy.
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Figure 2.2.1: Comprehensive Project Methodology

The project employed ThirdWave’s patented Enterprise Architecture data-driven methodology
where data from one phase informs the subsequent project phases and forms the basis for the
final recommendations and strategy.
Phase 1: Discovery Phase: established a baseline understanding of the City’s IT and business
systems environment, including a survey of existing Information Technologies.
Phase 2: Requirements Assessment Phase: engaged a broad section of stakeholders, including:
• City Department Heads: in management interviews soliciting a management
perspective on current and future operating challenges faced by departments.
• City staff: thirteen (13) business requirements workshops were held to address
departmental and enterprise operating/service delivery needs. The workshops had
a total of 47 (forty-seven) staff participated. Many staff attended multiple workshops
for a total participation level of 67 (sixty-seven).
• IT staff: four focus groups addressing infrastructure, hardware, software, and IT
operations and service delivery.
Phase 3: Strategic Plan and Roadmap Phase: synthesized all of the data collected in previous
tasks to produce prioritized technology initiatives, budget estimates and implementation
plan.
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The ITSP & Roadmap identifies opportunities for improving business processes and customer
service through policy, process and/or Information Technology initiatives.
Figure 2.2.2: Comprehensive Project Framework
ThirdWave’s IT Strategic Planning framework triangulates
on all key facets of the organization to get a crisp definition
of business, functional and technology requirements to
produce responsive and actionable recommendations.
The project employed a participatory process including:
•

Management Interviews: To address business unit
missions, business architecture, governance structure,
management policies, strategic planning, fiscal and
staff resource allocation to effectively sustain the ITSP
& Roadmap.

•

Operational/Business Process Workshops: To
address opportunities for streamlined business
processes, methods and procedures, and tools
required by staff to provide extraordinary service
delivery to the public.

•

Technology Focus Groups: To address strategic
information technologies with the appropriate
infrastructure,
hardware,
software,
Enterprise
Architecture, organizational structure, knowledge,
skills, and abilities; standards and best practices.

ThirdWave’s IT Strategic Planning
Triangulation Framework ©1988

ThirdWave’s IT Strategic Planning Triangulation Framework recognizes that a viable ITSP must
address all needs of the organization, including the customer experience.
This document is not meant to be read in one sitting; it is a reference guide – a roadmap
for a five-year journey. The ITSP provides technical descriptions of strategic business/IT
initiatives over five years, supported by the rationale for each. This will facilitate the
effective planning, procurement, implementation, and management of Information
Technologies at the City.
Volume 1 ITSP Findings & Recommendations (this document) describes “what” the City should
do, Volume 2, the ITSP & Roadmap describes “when” and at what cost.
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Section 3
IT Strategic Plan
Findings

3.1

Management Requirements Findings

Management requirements were gathered
interviews; the objectives included the following:

via

1. Obtain a management perspective on unique
business challenges facing each department;
2. Gather City-wide functional, operational, and
service delivery requirements; and,
3. Solicit management opinion on the existing IT
organization and the level of their support services.
The following City management participated:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Public Works (PW)
City Attorney (CA)
Parks & Recreation (PR)
Community Development (CDD)
Ventura Water (VW)
Human Resources (HR)

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Police Department (VPD)
City Manager’s Office (CMO)
City Clerk
Finance & Technology (F&T)
Fire Department (FD)

The figures below summarize the data collected from the City’s leadership team including the most
significant management, business, and technology challenges. Department challenges are shown
on the left and corresponding number of times an existing challenge was mentioned is reflected
under the quantity (Qty.) column, illustrated by the chart.
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The responses below are for the following question: “What are the most significant Information
Technology challenges facing your department’s mission in the next 3 to 5 years? From the
management perspective, what are the possible solutions?”
Figure 3.1.1: Management Team Technology Challenges
Technology Challenges

Qty.

1

Document & Records Management System

3

2

Learning Management System

3

3

Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) System

1

4

Construction Project Management System

1

5

Outdated City Law Doc. Management System

1

6

Court Case Scheduling System

1

7

Financial Systems

1

8

Online platforms for online service delivery

1

9

ActiveNet interface to New ERP

1

10

Energov Phase 2: Formal requirements assessment

1

11

Everyone using the same platform for information

1

12

Strong Wi-Fi infrastructure

1

13

Work Orders workflow automation

1

14

SCADA secure data movement

1

15

Radios for PD

1

16

City-wide Physical Security

1

17

Access to GIS data available for other departments

1

18

The number of computers at each station

1

The most significant technology challenges facing City executives are noted in the first two items
on the list, the lack of a Learning Management System and Record Management System. The
following provides a summary of responses provided by the City’s management team with regards
to how important emerging technologies are to their organization.
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Figure 3.1.2: Emerging Technologies
Emerging Technologies

Rating

Digital Workforce/Workplace

Very Important
Important
Somewhat Important
Not Important

8
2
0
0

Digital Services

Very Important
Important
Somewhat Important
Not Important

8
3
1
0

Mobile Devices

Very Important
Important
Somewhat Important
Not Important

6
4
2
0

Data Analytics

Very Important
Important
Somewhat Important
Not Important

5
5
0
0

Internet of Things

Very Important
Important
Somewhat Important
Not Important

3
2
5
1

Smart City

Very Important
Important
Somewhat Important
Not Important

3
5
2
1

The four most important emerging technologies for the City’s leadership team are digital
workflow/workplace, digital services, mobile devices, and data analytics. This data was
incorporated in determining the final ITSP initiatives.
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The figure below provides a list of management responses for the following question: “What is your
department’s level of satisfaction with the IT organization’s ability to support your department’s
current or projected needs based on your perception of one or more of the following?”
Figure 3.1.3: IT Staffing, Knowledge and Resources Allocation
IT Service Levels

Rating

Adequateness of staffing levels

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Satisfactory
Poor

3
3
2
2
0

Technical knowledge/training

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Satisfactory
Poor

3
4
6
0
0

Budget/allocation of resources

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Satisfactory
Poor

0
2
5
3
2

3.1.1

Summary of Management Interviews

The management interviews revealed the following:
•

Technology Challenges: The top technology challenges relate to obtaining a Learning
Management System and Record Management System.

•

Emerging Technologies: The top two emerging technologies identified by the leadership
team are Digital Workforce/Workplace and Digital Services.

•

Staffing levels: The largest response related to IT staff levels was Excellent and Very Good,
at 69%, followed by Good and Satisfactory at 31%.

•

Technical knowledge/training: IT staff knowledge was generally rated as “Good”, 46%,
followed by Very Good, 31%, and Excellent, 23%.

•

Budget and allocation of resources: Budget and allocation of resources was generally rated
as “Good”, 42%, followed by Satisfactory, 25%, and Very Good and Poor, each rated 17%.
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IT Staff Focus Group Findings

Four focus groups were held with IT staff regarding the
City’s Information Technology portfolio and operation.
The following illustrates the challenges and
opportunities facing the City in four key technology
areas as perceived by IT staff:
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure
Hardware
Software
Sustainability & Service Delivery

Legend:
M
O
T





Management Issues: related to finance, organizational structure, staffing, training and/or policy.
Operational Issues: related to operations, service delivery, methods and/or procedures.
Technology Issues: related to any aspect of information technology.

1.

Infrastructure

M

1.1

Network Infrastructure
1. The two main core switches (4507 series) are nearing end of life ........................... ......... .... 
2. The current Controller 5508 is at end of life, past end of life.................................... ......... .... 
3. All operations staff are not able to strategically plan new technology ...................... ..... 

1.2

Telecommunications
1. Lack funding for replacement phones .................................................................. 
2. Phones are going bad due to age and oxidation ...................................................... ........ ..... 

1.3

Network/Cyber Security
1. The City does not require that vendors provide cyber security insurance ........... 
2. IT Department does not have dedicated cyber security resources ...................... 
3. IT Department lacks an Information Security Officer ........................................... 
4. The City does not have mandatory cyber security training for employees .......... 
5. The IT Department lacks a cyber security person to sit in on RFP processes .... 
6. IT Department does not sufficiently and proactively monitor security logs
and events ................................................................................................................ ..... 

2.

Hardware

2.1

Servers and Virtualization Infrastructure
1. Not all servers that can be virtualized are ................................................................ ........ ..... 

2.2

Storage and Backups
1. City is using one back up application, Cohesity. ...................................................... ..... 
2. City is no longer using Overland tape backup .......................................................... ..... 

2.3

Desktops/Tablets
1. Currently running approximately 350 machines on Windows 7 vs. Windows 10 ..... ........ ..... 

M

O

O

T

T
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2.4

Mobile Devices
1. Getting tablets on the Mobile Device Server. ........................................................... ........ ..... 
2. PD/FD have about 200 devices. 86-90% are on the MDM system. ......................... ........ ..... 

2.5

Peripherals
1. Too much manual intervention required ................................................................... ..... 
2. Setting up a printer is about 15 minutes, .5 hour/week ............................................ ..... 

2.6

Ordering Equipment
1. Spend a lot of time ordering peripherals and computer related equipment ............. ..... 
2. Keeping track of what goes where ........................................................................... ..... 
3. Managing invoicing and project coding ................................................................ 

3.

Application/Database Software

3.1

Databases
1. City is running an old version of permitting software ................................................ ........ ..... 
2. The City does not have a dedicated DBA ............................................................ 
3. The Utility system uses Oracle, and IT lacks the expertise to use it ........................ ..... 

3.2

Application Software Portfolio
1. Not too many staff use Lucity ................................................................................... ..... 
2. Public Works uses Asset Works and Water uses Lucity, there are a number
of Access databases and Excel spreadsheets ......................................................... ..... 
Fleet uses Cartegraph. ............................................................................................. ..... 
3. IT staff primarily support Lucity, and other systems, e.g., Agresso, Enquesta,
Energov, and O365 by supported by IT Staff and 3rd party vendors.
(Other systems are used minimally and are supported by vendors) ........................ ..... 
4. The ERP system comes out the Netherlands – Agresso/Unit4, not made for
U.S. municipalities, not user friendly, the web interface is minimal ......................... ........ ..... 
5. City has OnBase and lack staff to support it ........................................................ 
6. The demands for GIS (ESRI) tools exceed ITs ability to provide them ................ 
7. Comcate software is 15 years old and continuous improvement has not been
a focus; it is a hosted application ............................................................................. ........ ..... 
8. It lacks current features, like 311 .............................................................................. ........ ..... 
9. City staff have to re-enter Comcate data into other systems ................................... ..... 
10. The business license application is not part of Energov .......................................... ........ ..... 

4.

IT Organization and Operations

4.1

IT Organization Structure
1. IT organization has, or has had, many challenges ............................................... 
2. There have been 5 IT Managers in six years ....................................................... 
3. The organization, and the IT Manager, are under Finance .................................. 
4. Being part of Finance poses a lack of IT thinking beyond Finance .................. 
5. IT organization is structurally disadvantaged to get support................................ .... 
6. Have also had new City Managers and Finance Directors.............................. 

M

M

O

O

T

T
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IT Staff Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities
1. City IT staff responsible for supporting VMware, training is not up to date ......... 
2. There is no training or planning for the use of cloud technologies ....................... 
3. Secondary storage for backup is beyond end of life ................................................ ........ ..... 
4. IT does not have a plan on how this will be approached; lack training ................ 

4.3

Technology Staff Levels
1. IT department lacks the following positions (classifications)
o DBA: the need for data analytics was identified in the project, IT does
not currently have this classification or staff ............................................... 
o IT needs to better understand business process/IT requirements, IT
does not currently have this classification or staff ...................................... .. 
o Help Desk: currently unable to support the entire City in a timely manner,
expectations have not been clearly set .......................................................... 
o IT Security Officer: do not have someone assigned to cyber security........... 
o Junior Network Engineer: IT cannot meet the growing network demands .... 
o Systems Support Analyst: Cannot meet the infrastructure needs, servers,
o back-up, storage, new systems coming online, cloud-based systems .......... 

4.4

Technology Training Needs for Customers
1. City does not have formal training requirements on IT systems .......................... 
2. Do not currently have an HR buy-in on these types of training ............................ 
3. The City does not have training coordinators ....................................................... 

4.5
4.5.1

Best Practices
IT Governance
1. City has IT governance process, but it is not enforced, lack IT Master Plan ....... 
2. Jobs: IT staff do not match their job description ................................................... 

4.5.2

Requirements Definition
1. The City does not have a standard requirements definition template. ........................ .. 

4.5.3

Project Planning and Procurement
1. Some staff use project planning methodologies, but not the IT department ............... .. 
2. IT staff have limited time to pursue professional development ................................ ..... 

4.5.4

Project Management
1. Staff use Q2PM methodology, a home-grown methodology, not PMBOK. ............. ..... 
2. Not all staff use Q2PM.............................................................................................. ..... 

4.6

Policies and Procedures
1. Policies and procedures are a moving target, e.g., procurement policies,
IT security policies; sometimes they exist or not .................................................. 
2. The City has IT policies that are in place that are decades old............................ 
3. Some people do not believe they are bound by policies. ..................................... 

4.7

Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery
1. City does not have a Business Continuity Plan or Disaster Recovery Plan ......... 
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4.8

Help Desk
1. Insufficient staffing: (4) Help Support Techs handle all software issues,
(drives, hard drives, and printers) ......................................................................... 
2. The degree of complexity for a ticket varies widely .............................................. 
3. Help Desk staff are underpaid .............................................................................. 
3. Lack a tier 2 level of support, only 1 or 3, no growth path for Help Desk staff ..... 
4. Lack automation, ticketing system knowledge base ............................................ 
5. When COVID hit, few staff had to hand out laptops, so customers did not
receive the assistance they could have ................................................................ 
6. Did not provide training on Windows 10 ............................................................... 
7. Do not have dedicated phone staff ....................................................................... 

3.2.1

Summary of IT Focus Groups

Figure 3.2.1.1, IT Focus Group Problems Statement Dashboard, provides a high-level overview of
the four technology support areas addressed in the IT Focus Groups. The most challenging is the
IT organization and service delivery model. It provides a summary of findings.
Figure 3.2.1.1: IT Focus Group Problem Statement Dashboard
IT

1.

Qt

Infrastructure

6
2
3

2.

Hardware

1
6
4

3.

Software

3
6

Legend:
Management Challenges
Operational Challenges
Technology Challenges

6
4.

IT Organization

32

& Operations

6
2

Figure 3.2.1.2, on the following page, provides an overall summary of the challenges identified by
IT staff during the IT Focus Groups. While the compiled instances of management, operational
and technology problems are not weighted, this dashboard provides a general indicator of existing
challenges identified by the City’s IT staff.
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Figure 3.2.1.2: Overall Summary of IT Department Challenges
IT Areas

Qty.

Management

39

Operational

20

Technology

15

The figure above indicates the most significant challenges faced by the IT organization relate to a
variety of management issues. This data is aligned with other findings in the discovery and
requirements definition phases of the project, namely that the existing IT organization has staff
resources challenges in how it provides services to City staff and supports Information Technology.
(Solutions from the IT Focus Groups are incorporated into section 2.5 Summary of Technology
Requirements.)

3.3

City Staff Online Survey

The data on the following pages was gathered via an
online survey that allowed all City staff the opportunity
to provide input on the City’s existing systems and the
IT Department’s ability to support them.
The online survey was posted from November 13 to
December 4, 2020. Ninety-one (91) City staff
responded to the survey – a very good response.
The online survey addresses the following:







Overall condition of Information Systems
The state of existing systems
Information Systems needs
Information Systems requiring improvements
Services provided by IT department
Emerging Web Technologies

The following provides a summary of findings from the Staff Online Survey.
•

The majority of staff rated the overall condition of the City’s Information Technologies as Good
(51.65%). The second highest rating was Poor (25.27%).

•

Out of all City Information Systems, servers, PCs, and output devices were rated the lowest by
City staff, although a majority of city staff rated them Very Good and Good, 22.22% and
44.44%, respectively.
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•

In the category of Department Application Software, Land Management/Permitting software
were rated the lowest, including Land Management, Business License, and Code Enforcement
applications.

•

Regarding Enterprise Software, ERP Finance software was rated the lowest, including
Budgeting and Cashiering, which will be addressed in the ongoing ERP procurement project.
Other software that rated low include Agenda Management and E-Government applications.

•

In a question asking what areas of Information Systems requires the most improvement, staff
responded hardware, infrastructure/networks, and application software.

•

When asked to rate which web technologies would best enhance customer service, the toprated web technology identified by City staff was E-Government Apps, (81.17% Very
Important/Important). This was followed by Facebook and Twitter, at 65.82% and 51.25%,
respectively.

•

When asked how important it is for the City’s website to provide online services, the
overwhelming answer was Very Important (74.73%) and Important (17.58%), for a combined
total of 92.31%.

•

City staff provided significant amounts of feedback in their written comments throughout the
survey. This information provides considerable and valuable insights into end-user
requirements.

The figure below provides an overall view of how City staff perceive the services the IT organization
provides City staff.
Figure 3.3.1: Staff Rating of Services Provided by the IT Organization
10
10

20
20

30
30

40
40

50
50

60
60

70
70

8

Identifying IT/Business Req.
Business Process Improvement
Tech. Implementation Planning
Purchase of Technology
Implementation of Technologies
IT Project Mgmt. & Delivery
Managing Change by New Tech.
End User Training
Ongoing Technical Support
Help Desk
LEGEND

Excellent

Very Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A
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The staff responses reveal the strongest areas of IT services are:
• Ongoing Technical Support
• Help Desk
According to City staff, IT services provided by IT staff requiring the most improvement include:
End User Training & Purchase of Technology
Business Process Improvement, Technology Implementation Management, Managing
Change Caused by New Technology

•
•

These weaknesses are significant as they will all impact the implementation of the planned
Enterprise Resources Planning system, as well as other major systems identified in the ITSP
Roadmap.
The figures below illustrate staff responses in two key areas.
Figure 3.3.2: Staff Rating of Overall
Condition of the Information Systems
Excellent
Poor

Figure 3.3.3: Staff Rating on Importance
of City Website Providing Online Services
Somewhat Important

Not important at all

Very Good
Important

Good

Very Important

As demonstrated by Figure 3.3.2, staff responses reveal that most staff consider the overall
condition of the Information Systems they use to be Good (51.65%), followed by Poor (25.27%),
Very Good (18.68%), and Excellent (4.40%).
As demonstrated by Figure 3.3.3, most staff consider the importance for the City website to provide
online services Very Important (74.73%), followed by Important (17.58%), Somewhat Important
(4.40%), and Not Important at All (3.30%).
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Public Survey

An ITSP Online Public Survey was posted on the City’s
website from November 13 to November 25, 2020. Twohundred and five (205) community members responded
to the survey -- an outstanding response.
The online survey addresses the following:







Demographic data on responders
State of technologies use by community members
Feedback on the customer experience
Use of the City’s website
The importance of online service delivery
The use of Social Media

The following provides a summary of findings from the
Online Public Survey.
•

Most survey respondents are residents (93.40%).

•

Most of the residents that responded to the survey
have been in Ventura for 0-5 years (16.11%).

•

Most are between the ages of 51-65 (31.86%), followed by responders ages 36-50 (27.45%).

•

Besides English, 53.33% of survey respondents speak Spanish, eight languages are spoken
by city residents.

•

Most of the residents that responded to the survey use Smartphone/iPhones (27.32%) to
engage with the City Ventura. This is followed by Notebooks or Laptop Computers (24.94%)
and Desktops (21.14%).

•

Facebook is the most used social media platform, 23.58%, with YouTube (20.90%) and
Nextdoor (20.74%) following closely.

•

Responders contact City Hall most for Recreation
Building/Planning/Community Development (12.88%).

•

84.36% of the community rates their customer experience when contacting the City or receiving
City services as Excellent, Very Good and Good, one of the highest seen by ThirdWave.

•

Most respondents visit the City’s website a few times a year (53.84%) and monthly (23.86%).

•

82.84% of the public rates the City website to be Excellent, Very Good and Good.

•

The main reason the public visits the City’s website is for General Information on City Services
or Programs (18.64%).

•

73.71% of respondents rate it Very Important for the City website to provide online services,
followed by 22.29% rating it to be Important.

Programs

(17.53%)

and
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•

The 45.12% community classifies the City’s website’s ability to carry out online services versus
mailing, emailing and/or visiting City Hall as Good.

•

When asked to rate communication technologies in enhancing their ability to receive online
information and/or online City services, 50% of responders rated E-Commerce (Online
Payment & Online Registration) to be Very Important and 37.04% rated E-Newsletters to be
Very Important.

•

Regarding increased connectivity for residents and the business community, most of the
community classifies Fiber Network (49.35%) and Increased Broadband (42.48%) to best meet
their needs.

Figure 3.4.1: Community Rating of
Customer Experience When Contacting the
City and Receiving City Services

Figure 3.4.2: Community Rating of
Importance for the City Website to
Provide Online Services

As demonstrated by Figure 3.4.1, the majority of Community respondents rated their Customer
Experiences Contacting the City and Receiving City Services as Very Good (35.75%) and Good
(34.08%), followed by Excellent (14.53%), Needs Improvement (13.97%), and Poor (1.68%).
As demonstrated by Figure 3.4.2, most of the Community responded that it was Very Important
(73.71%) for the City Website to provide online services. This was followed by Important (22.29%)
and Somewhat Important (4%).
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Figure 3.4.3: Main Reasons the Community Visits the City Website
General Info on City
Services or programs
Contact a City Department
Find information on activities
and events
View the latest news and/or
press releases
View Council,
Commission, and/or Board
agendas and meetings
Find directory of services
or contact information
Find info on Emergency
Services/Police/Fire
Find info on development/
construction projects
Find documents and forms
Online services/
Electronic Bill-Pay Services
Find FAQs
For various permits
Submit/track requests
Find business
information/opportunities
Other
0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

16%

18%

20%

When asked their main reasons for visiting the City Website, the Community rated General Info
on City Services or Programs the highest (18.64%), followed by Contacting a City Department
(11.56%) and To Find Information on Activities and Events (11.27%).
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Rapid Workflow® Workshops

3.5

A comprehensive assessment of City-wide operational and
service delivery requirements was carried out in the ITSP
project. ThirdWave’s patented Rapid Workflow® Business
Process Improvement workshops were held with business
process owners/subject matter experts.
The workshops encompassed a detailed analysis of missioncritical business functions listed below. Business challenges
and opportunities for improvements that might be addressed
with Information Technologies, Business Process Change
and/or Policy Change were reviewed with staff and
management.
Thirteen (13) Rapid Workflow® workshops were held from January 20, 2021 to March 10, 2021.
Staff attendance and input was outstanding. Forty-seven (47) City staff and management
representing all departments participated in the workshops, with some staff participating in up to
five (5) workshops. Consequently, total participation in the workshops consisted of sixty-seven (67)
business subject matter experts and IT staff. The following workshops were held.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

1.20
1.25
1.26
2.1
2.3
2.4
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
2.18
2.24
2.25

City Manager
Ventura Water
Human Resources
Ventura Police
Finance & Technology
Parks & Recreation
Finance & Technology
City Attorney
City Clerk
City Manager’s Office
Ventura Fire Dept.
Public Works
Enterprise

Enterprise Session
Work Order Process
Learning Management Process
Police Public Safety Systems
Cashiering Process
Registration Process
Business Licenses Process
Litigation Process
Records Management Process
CRM/311 Process
Learning Management Process
CIP Process
GIS

The data collected informed the ITSP initiatives shown in Section 3.5 of this document and was
used to prioritized initiatives in Volume II, Roadmap.
Figure 3.5.1, Sample Rapid Workflow® Business Process Map, on the next page provides a visual
sample (it is not meant to be legible) of a process map produced with City stakeholders.
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Figure 3.5.1: Sample Rapid Workflow® Business Process Map
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Figure 3.5.2: Sample Rapid Workflow® Business Process Narrative
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Leading Technology Initiatives

The ITSP project identified numerous Information Technology initiatives related to infrastructure,
hardware, software solutions and IT Operations. The figures on the following pages provide a
matrix of all operational and technology initiatives identified in the project. It bears noting that the
initiatives identified in the figures starting with Figure 3.6.2 are for reference purposes; the list will
be reviewed and prioritized in the ITSP Volume 2: Roadmap.
Figure 3.6.1: Sample Enterprise Initiative Matrix

How to read the matrices:

The enterprise initiative matrix provides a list of Rapid Workflow® process workshops, IT Focus
Groups and Management Interview requirements on the left column. Each square symbol on that
line indicates an IT initiative identified in that workshop, focus group or management interview.
The technology initiative is denoted above in the vertical text. In this illustration, the first initiative
for the Public Works Facilities Management workshop is Enterprise Content Management; the
second initiative is Enterprise Records Management, and so on.
Detailed descriptions for each ITSP initiative are provided in Section 4, Information Technology
Strategic Plan Recommendations, in this document.
The figures on the following pages (Figures 3.6.2 through 3.6.8) illustrate where each of the
initiatives was identified in the ITSP project, e.g., management interviews, IT Focus Groups, or
Rapid Workflow® workshops. This is important for traceability purposes; in future years of the
ITSP Implementation Roadmap, City staff will be able to reference where recommendations came
from.
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Figure 3.6.2: Infrastructure & Hardware
Requirements

Legend:
 Management Policy Initiatives
 Business Process Improvement
 Infrastructure Initiatives
 Hardware Initiatives
 Software Initiatives
 Web Initiatives
 Application Integration Initiatives
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Figure 3.6.3: Department Software
Requirements

Legend:
 Management Policy Initiatives
 Business Process Improvement
 Infrastructure Initiatives
 Hardware Initiatives
 Software Initiatives
 Web Initiatives
 Application Integration Initiatives
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Figure 3.6.4: Enterprise Software
Requirements

Legend:
 Management Policy Initiatives
 Business Process Improvement
 Infrastructure Initiatives
 Hardware Initiatives
 Software Initiatives
 Web Initiatives
 Application Integration Initiatives
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Figure 3.6.5: Interface Initiatives

Legend:
 Management Policy Initiatives
 Business Process Improvement
 Infrastructure Initiatives
 Hardware Initiatives
 Software Initiatives
 Web Initiatives
 Application Integration Initiatives
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Figure 3.6.6: Operational Policies &
Process Improvements

Legend:
 Management Policy Initiatives
 Business Process Improvement
 Infrastructure Initiatives
 Hardware Initiatives
 Software Initiatives
 Web Initiatives
 Application Integration Initiatives
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Figure 3.6.7: Management Policies
& Process Improvements

Legend:
 Management Policy Initiatives
 Business Process Improvement
 Infrastructure Initiatives
 Hardware Initiatives
 Software Initiatives
 Web Initiatives
 Application Integration Initiatives
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The figure below provides a summarized list of technology initiatives identified in the ITSP project
Enterprise Initiative Matrix® shown in the previous pages. ITSP initiatives are grouped by type of
technology, then sorted in descending order in terms of how many times they were identified in
the course of the project. However, the initiatives below are not prioritized; initiatives are prioritized
in the companion document to this report, the ITSP Volume 2: Roadmap.
Figure 3.6.8: ITSP Technology Initiatives (Not Prioritized)
No.

Abbr.

Type

INF

Infrastructure

INF 1
INF 2
INF 3

Wi-Fi Upgrade (in progress) ............................................................................. 4
Replace City Hall/IDF switching ........................................................................ 1
Replace/Upgrade Phone System...................................................................... 1

HW

Hardware: Servers, Workstations, Peripherals

HW 1
HW 2.1
HW 2.2

Upgrade Police/City-Wide Radio System.......................................................... 1
Personal Computers Device Reevaluation ....................................................... 1
Personal Laptop Device Reevaluation .............................................................. 2

DSW

Software: Departmental

DSW 1
DSW 2
DSW 3
DSW 4
DSW 5

Legal Document Management System ............................................................. 2
Upgrade Utility Billing BD to SQL...................................................................... 2
Business License Application ........................................................................... 1
Learning Management System ........................................................................ 1
CIP Application ................................................................................................. 1

ESW

Software: Enterprise

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

ESW 1
ESW 2
ESW 3
ESW 4
ESW 5
ESW 6
ESW 7

311/Customer Relationship Management ........................................................ 5
Enterprise Content Management System Roadmap ......................................... 5
Geographic Information System ....................................................................... 3
Cashiering Application ...................................................................................... 2
Enterprise Asset Management.......................................................................... 2
Learning Management ...................................................................................... 2
Leave of Absence Application .......................................................................... 1

19.
20.

I
I1
I2

Interfaces
Enquesta, EnerGov, and PSI, Cashiering ......................................................... 1
ActiveNet and Agresso ..................................................................................... 1

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Times Mentioned
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22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

33.
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O
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6
O 6.1
O 6.2
O 6.3
O 6.4
O 6.5
O 6.6
O 6.7

IT Operational Improvements
Virtualize 20 Physical Servers ......................................................................... 2
Upgrade to Windows 10………………………………………………………………2
MDM (Mobile Device Management).................................................................. 2
Deploy Printers via AD………………………………………………………………..1
Migrate Utility DB to SQL Server ...................................................................... 1
Adopt Best Practices…………………………………………………………………. 1
Requirements Definition Method....................................................................... 1
Business Process Improvement ....................................................................... 1
PMBOK Project Management Best Practice ..................................................... 1
ITIL IT Operations Best Practices ..................................................................... 1
Test Disaster Recovery Plan ............................................................................ 1
Adopt Printer Management .............................................................................. 1
Cyber Security Assessment .............................................................................. 1

M
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M 6.1
M 6.2
M 6.3
M 6.4
M 6.5
M 6.6
M 6.7
M 6.8
M 6.9
M7
M 7.1
M 7.2
M 7.3

Management Policies
IT SLA .............................................................................................................. 3
IT Organization at Department Level ................................................................ 2
IT Governance.................................................................................................. 1
IT Funding ........................................................................................................ 1
IT Purchasing Policy ......................................................................................... 1
IT Staffing ......................................................................................................... 1
DBA ............................................................................................................ 3
Business Analyst ........................................................................................ 2
ECMS Application Support ......................................................................... 2
GIS Application Support.............................................................................. 2
Help Desk ................................................................................................... 2
Junior Network Engineer............................................................................. 2
Systems Support ........................................................................................ 2
IT Director ................................................................................................... 1
Information Security Officer ........................................................................ 1
Training ............................................................................................................ 2
VM Training ................................................................................................ 1
Cloud Technology ....................................................................................... 1
End User Use & Abuse/Cyber..................................................................... 1
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Section 4
ITSP
Recommendations

4.1 Introduction to ITSP Recommendations
The following pages provide the findings and
recommendations for the ITSP. This reflects the City’s
input, IT industry best practices, ThirdWave’s thirty-three
years of experience in this arena and one-hundred and
fifty-six similar projects we have carried out.
This section of the ITSP includes a description of
technology initiatives reflecting input provided in all phases
of the project. This document captures all solutions
discussed throughout the project.
It is important to note that not all solutions identified in Figure 3.5.7: ITSP Technology Initiatives
may be included in Volume II Roadmap. The fact that a solution was mentioned by City staff in a
requirements definition task does not automatically constitute a recommended technology. The
Roadmap does not include needs that lacked a compelling business case or sufficient justification.
Therefore, there is not a one-to-one relationship with items in the figures listed above and
recommended solutions in the following pages.
The City can use this document, however, as a reference document over the next five years to
revisit all solutions identified in the course of the ITSP project.
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ITSP Implementation Roadmap Initiatives

This section provides a description of IT solutions identified in various tasks of the ITSP project,
including infrastructure, hardware, and software initiatives.
4.2.1

Technology Recommendations

The following City-wide technology recommendations are
informed by all phases of discovery and requirements
definition tasks of the ITSP project. (The number in
parenthesis indicates the number of the Rapid Workflow®
workshop, IT Focus Group or Management Interviews.)
Recommendations synthesize staff input and industry best
practices, as appropriate, for the City’s technological
landscape and organizational culture.
The findings identified here relate to technology issues; but
in some cases, operational and management issues are
also referenced in these findings where they relate
specifically to technology recommendations.
For reference purposes, each of the following initiatives is followed by an abbreviation, listed
below. These indicates which task(s) in the project the solution was identified in.
Figure 4.2.1.1: ITSP Initiative Traceability
[MI]
[ITFG]
[RW#]
[SS]

Management Interview
IT Focus Group
Rapid Workflow Workshop, the number indicates the specific workshop
Staff Survey

I

Infrastructure
The ITSP project assessed various infrastructure, networking, and communications
technologies. Various IT operational opportunities were also assessed as part of the
project. Our findings and recommendations on infrastructure issues are provided
below.

I1

Wi-Fi [RW 1]
Findings:
• The City currently occupies a number of facilities: City Hall, Corp Yard, PD/FD HQ,
Wastewater Treatment Plant, and Water Treatment Plant.
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•

The City currently has Wi-Fi switched locations for 24 remote locations - not
counting Public Safety and City Hall; and wireless at approximate 10 locations.
Wi-Fi access available at all city locations, primarily at City Hall, Public Safety,
Community Park, West Park, and 3 to 4 other park locations.

•

The current use of Wi-Fi at the City consists of Wi-Fi throughout, with 293 clients.
The biggest users are public safety locations, mostly iPhones. Recently the City
has rolled out wireless laptops. The current controller, a central wireless CISCO
5500 Series Controller, is at end of life, is currently being replaced. Improving the
current condition is additional access points at all locations. During a virtual
meeting, attendees lose connection to the meeting. City staff has to take manual
notes when the system goes down, which takes additional staff time, resulting in
breaks and/or recesses during Council meetings.

Findings:
The Rapid Workflow® workshop with the City Manager’s Office revealed the following:
1. Coverage and security are a challenge. The City Hall building lacks bandwidth
consistency. This results in lost productivity. When more than 2 people in the office
talk, the Wi-Fi drops in and out. When this fails, there is no backup, impacting the
ability to communicate and provide essential services. City staff cannot be a
flexible workforce while “chained” to their desks without Internet access.
Recommendations:
• Increased coverage, the City is currently in the process of upgrading the Cisco
Controller. They are also purchasing additional bandwidth on their Internet
connection (500 MB to 2 GB).
2. The connection in the Council chamber is poor. During a virtual meeting, City staff
lose connection, which affects productivity, resulting in having to take breaks and
recesses.
Recommendations:
• Examine the number of Access Points closer to end users. Council Chamber
may need its own access points. Need to change the authentication system to
the connection, using Active Directory, so staff is not pushed to the public WiFi. The new Cisco Controller will provide Active Directory authentication.
• Add Wi-Fi connections in CMO office rooms and conference rooms.
3. Redundancies are not built in. Do not have a backup system if the Internet
connection goes down in a disaster, impacting the ability to communicate and
provide essential services.
Recommendations:
• Adopt redundancies, i.e., Satellite communication link. (IT is looking into this
right now.) The City has some physical redundancies but would like to have
cloud-based redundancy.
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4. The City has bought a lot of Dell laptops, and many of them had issues. This results

in difficulties accessing the Internet with the new devices, which results in a loss
of staff productivity.
Recommendations:
• Re-evaluate and replace City Wi-Fi network, change to Active Directory, so
new devices authenticate to it.
• Ensure all City devices are connected to the network prior to distribution.
• Explore reconfiguration and Optimized Roaming.
Benefits:
• Increased staff productivity and efficiency
• Staff will be able to do high value work
• Eliminate the use of paper
• Retention of professional staff
• Staff time savings
• Elimination of inconsistent process steps, and the related staff work
• Enhanced customer service
I2

Replace Network Switching [ITFG]
Findings:
The Infrastructure IT Focus Group with IT staff revealed many IDF switches are failing,
which results in a loss of connectivity for remote staff.
Recommendations:
• Replace City Hall/IDF switching.
Benefits:
• Improved reliability, supportability, and performance
• Enhance security

I3

City Phones [ITFG]
Findings:
The IT Staff Focus Groups revealed City phones are going bad due to age and
oxidation on the contact due to proximity to the ocean. This results in the following:
• Customer desk phones lose functions
• Calls to IT for immediate replacement
• IT Operations cost increase to replace phones one at a time and replace in a
piecemeal fashion
Recommendations:
• Replace/update City phone system
• Explore ‘phone surrender’ program
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Benefits:
• Phone would work and would not have to be replaced
• Improved customer service
• Save IT staff time
• Reduced customer frustration and time
HW

Hardware: Servers, Workstations, Peripherals

HW 1

Upgrade Police/City-Wide Radio System [RW 4]
Findings:
The Rapid Workflow® workshop with Ventura Police related to radios revealed the
following challenges:
1. The existing radios are analog, which results in not meeting state requirements
and not meeting the requirements for audio quality.
2. The equipment is reaching end of life, which results in radios breaking and they
cannot be fixed immediately. Broken radios could dramatically affect operations.
3. Replacement parts are becoming impossible to find.
4. The state mandates that cities move from analogue to digital, resulting in City's
radios not interfacing with other public safety/public works agencies.
5. CJIS requires encryption of PII, and the current radios do not meet this
requirement, which results in not meeting CJIS requirements and personal
information exposure.
6. The current radios will not be able to take advantage of the potential Ventura
County subscriber solution. (Information on this is still forthcoming.) Without new
radios, the County program will not be an option
Recommendations:
1. Implement Digital Radios Compatible with Analog
Purchase Digital mobile radios for cars and portable radios to be worn by officers:
• Require an interface with the Radio Control system used by dispatchers
• Provide PII encryption
• Provide the ability to interface to other public safety and public works agencies
• Interface with the existing VersaTerm CAD system
• Quantities:
 Officer Worn Portable Radios: 175 – 200
 Mobile for Police Fleet: Add a radio control head to allow digital use in all
police vehicles
• This solution will require converting the existing regular Motorola control
system to digital. This system has been in place for 4 - 5 years and will be at
end of life in 3 – 5 years
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Benefits:
• Better coverage, potentially county-wide
• Better audio quality
• Better interoperability with other public agencies throughout the state
• Better reliability
• Longer lasting batteries
• Meeting the State mandate
• Meeting CJIS requirements
• Take advantage of the potential County Program.
HW 2

Personal Computers [RW 5]
Findings:
The Rapid Workflow® workshop with Finance on the cashiering process revealed the
following challenges:
• Hardware, PCs, and Check Scanners are old, which results in:
 Banking software is affected if PCs (5) cannot support the browsers
 Scanner issues
 Check Scanner (2) cannot deposit checks
The Online Staff Survey revealed Personal Computers was one of the most mentioned
issue. A sample of comments are listed below:
• “Our computers are super old, we don't have enough computers for the number of
officers we have in specialty assignments, there are some officers who don't even
have computers at their desks.”
• “I've been using my own computer for work since the pandemic. Why? Where are
the laptops?”
• “My desktop computer is old and slow. My computer is not equipped with a camera
or microphone so I can't participate in virtual meetings…”
• “Computers are outdated and slow.”
• “The desktop computers also need to be replaced.”
• “Computers across the department are overdue for replacement.”
• “Speed on computers is extremely slow.”
Recommendations:
• IT is reevaluating new model of laptop models. Based on the outcome of that
evaluation, all new selected will address existing issues. New models will go
through the testing team; a report will be written with the preferred model. The
remaining laptops will match this configuration.
• Windows 7 will be replaced with Windows 10 on the Desktop.
Benefits:
• Reduced errors
• Shorten the process drastically
• Staff time savings
• Better use of new software
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Department Software
Departmental software are applications meeting specific or unique internal department
functionality. In general, public sector organizations tend to have decentralized
approaches for the procurement and deployment of departmental application software,
which is often predicated by the organization’s budget process. The lack of an
enterprise approach typically results in disparate departmental Information
Technology, various home-grown, stand-alone “shadow” systems that are usually
unsupported, and one-off applications.
The following departmental applications were identified in the course of the project;
their selections and implementations should all go through an IT Governance best
practice and a detailed business, technical and functional specifications development
and benchmarking to evaluate and procure the most responsive and cost-effective
solutions.

D SW 1

Ventura Water Work Orders [ITFG, RW 2]
Findings
The Ventura Water Rapid Workflow workshops revealed the following challenges
relative to the use of hardcopy work orders:
1. Data entered into Enquesta is not interfaced to Lucity. (Enquesta is in the process
of being upgraded.) Staff uses paper work orders; they print and distribute the
Work Orders in hardcopy, which results in the cost of paper, toner, copier
maintenance and staff time.
2. Lost Work Orders, which results in:
• Re-issuing the WO and sending the person out again.
• Delays in completing the WO.
• Customer services impacts, customers call and cannot provide a response.
3. Closing Work Orders manually results in:
• Staff time.
• Difficulty in reading the handwriting.
• Incomplete information.
4. Waiting for the Work Orders to be turned in, which results in the customer calling
until they get a response.
5. Filing hardcopy Work Orders takes staff time and storage space.
6. Staff drive to and from the office to pick and drop off Work Orders making 2-3 trips
per day, which impacts 2-3 meter readers and the customer service person from
Distribution.
Recommendations:
• Adopt the use and distribution of electronic Work Orders.
• Implement Enquesta and Lucity interface.
• Work Order will be created in Enquesta v6 and the data passed to Lucity, and auto
populating in Lucity.
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Crews will do the work in the field and close out the WO in the field in Lucity, which
will also close the WO in Enquesta.
Provide mobile devices to 4 staff, based on the city standards.

Benefits:
• Staff time savings not looking for misplaced work orders.
• Staff time savings by not having to reprint/reissue Work Orders.
• Closing Work Orders manually and filing the hardcopy will be eliminated, and
related staff time to do so will be saved.
• Enhanced customer service.
• Cost savings in gasoline, auto maintenance, and would be environmentally
friendly.
• Increased staff productivity and efficiency.
• Staff will be able to do high value work.
• Eliminate the use of paper.
• Staff retention.
Findings:
The IT Focus Group revealed the Utility system uses Oracle, and IT lacks the expertise
to use the tools to use it, resulting on the following:
• It affects the ability to do direct queries into the system from GIS, e.g., where the
water meters and do searches
• A clumsy handoff of text files, in order to pass information from one system to the
other, which is one directional
Recommendations:
• Migrate the data to a SQL Server database
Benefits:
• Staff could run queries against the database without requiring human intervention
to initiate the export/import of the data
D SW 2

Legal Document Management Application [RW 8]
Findings:
The Rapid Workflow® workshop with the City Attorney’s Office revealed the following
challenges related to the legal process:
1.
Antiquated IT infrastructure (network, various types of laptops, etc.) within the
Litigation group, exasperated by COVID, which results in work taking longer than
it should, process downtime and staff time.
2.
The City has an outdated legal document management system (City Law, which
the City has had since the ‘90s). Everything has to be input manually, e.g., in
Outlook, so staff does not really use the system.
3.
The existing system has challenges managing milestones on assigned projects,
which results in inefficiencies and is not an effective management system for the
work demands of the City Attorney’s Office.
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4.

The existing system lacks the ability to schedule court hearings and related
matters, e.g., calendaring, which results in work taking longer than it should,
process downtime and additional staff time.
The existing system does not have a mechanism to track expiration dates. Each
department does it on its own. This results in things getting missed, mistakes,
missed deadlines, expired contracts, and inefficiencies. Staff gets things that are
expired and some have been missed over the years, e.g., gas and electric
franchise expirations.
Dragging out information from other departments. The City uses systems City
Attorneys are not familiar with, e.g., EnerGov. This results in missed items, and
not having all the facts, which may lead to not providing appropriate advice.
Tracking outside counsel cost, which results in everything taking longer than it
should, downtime and staff time.
MS Word is cumbersome, which results in staff time as it is not designed for the
legal field.
Slow Internet, which slows the work down and impacts productivity.
The antiquated system lacks contemporary functionality, such as:
• Workflow automation and triggers for tasks
• Easy to use templates
• Drag and drop features
• Requires scanning everything to PDF prior to moving offsite
• Easily accessible/secure Internet access
This results in everything taking longer than it should, downtime and staff time.
The Document Retention Schedule is a challenge, resulting in the work taking
longer than it should, process downtime, additional staff time, and all document
retention is done manually.
Inability to automate Legal service requests from departments, which slows the
work down.
The existing system lacks reports, resulting in the inability to measure what is
actually on staff lists and the inability to look at workload. Cannot see how far
behind staff are on projects

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.
13.

Recommendations:
1. Implement a Legal Document Management System
Features & Functions:
• Document Management, with the ability to store various documents: MS Word,
PDFs, etc. in a place that is easily accessible, with robust search function
• Supports a taxonomy
• Records Management, records retention, dispositioning capability
• Automated calendaring system with triggers
• Ability to assign case numbers
• Workload management
• Case Management
• Track Expiration Dates
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•

Workflow Automation:
 Auto notification
 Reminders
 Status Check
 Tracking
 Escalation, back up persons
 Ability to submit a “New Matters” and assign to the proper attorney
 A system that provides legal templates
 Ability to track costs

Reports
Assigned cases to attorney
Open and closed cases
Cases by Department
Matter Progress Report
Who is behind and by how much
Active cases and cases waiting for something else
Ability to produce high-level reports with drill-down capabilities
Ad Hoc Reports

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interfaces
• Microsoft Office
Systems
Upgrade the existing infrastructure (network speed, Wi-Fi, fiber)
Web-enabled
Supports Responsive Design
Contemporary Graphical User Interface
Improve end-user device performance. IT will be replacing all the dedicated
user desktops with laptops with enhanced specifications.

•
•
•
•
•

Benefits:
Get work done in a timely manner
Reduced stress
Concentrate on important tasks
Increased efficiency
Better workload management
Better work product
Happier customers
Less stress risking missing a deadline
Fewer missed deadlines
Less scrambling at the last minute
Transparency for attorneys managing projects
Better document management
Easy, fast access to documents
Business process improvement

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Enhanced productivity
Eliminate rework by the initiating department
Staff time savings

Business License Application [RW 7]
Findings:
The IT Staff IT Focus Group revealed the following challenges related to business
licenses. The business license application is not part of Energov; it is a separate
module by Progressive Solutions (PSI). In the past, Business License was part of
Energov, but staff did not like it. The functional and technical specification to procure
the Business License application did not include an interface specification. This will
result in staff doing double data entry when they get the new ERP system.
Recommendations:
• Do not know how much the new EnerGov system will mitigate the problem; the
integration with Progressive Solution was identified.
• If it's determined that the interface between PSI and the upgraded EnerGov system
does not interface properly, then staff should pursue the implementation of an
alternative business license application.
Benefits:
• Eliminate duplicate data entry
• Staff time savings
• Enhance reconciliation and reduce the errors
Findings:
The Rapid Workflow® workshop with Finance, Treasury revealed the following
challenges related to the business license process:
1. Incomplete applications which results in delays in the processing, frustration on
the part of the applicant.
2. PSI software weaknesses:
• How it receives and processes online payments, there are duplication
problems
• The system as a whole is not implemented correctly, e.g., properly tested
• Does not provide online application submittal directly from the applicant
• Reporting: you cannot access data in a way that is meaningful or accurate (run
backend reports at receivable aging)
• Interface/Exporting: have the ability to export to Agresso but adds some lines
or adds lines that are not part of the daily work
• PSI does not currently integrate with EnerGov
• Do not believe PSI has workflow features
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The foregoing results in the following:
• Staff time: the whole process for one license takes 30 minutes; they receive
dozens a day
• A lot of staff time (an hour every day to review exports with Treasury Manager)
• A Treasury Accountant reconciles the reports provided by PSI (done monthly
several hours per month)
• Customer service is impacted
• Incomplete data collection
• Reporting: Have to contact Software Vendor programmers to have them create
reports; do not get fixes for a long time and can take years to get the fix (the
vendor works on this when not working on billable items)
• The lack of interfaces to Agresso impacts accounting
• Spend time reviewing the GL with accountants
• Spend hours trying to recreate what should have happened
• PSI/EnerGov staff time
• Duplicate data entry of contractor information for Treasury and Building &
Safety
3. Planning does not get back to Treasury timely, which results in delays.
4. The existing Ordinance is approximately 30 years old and outdated:
• It does not address e-commerce, and how people work today, i.e., virtual
offices
• It has privacy issues
• The City is losing revenue (The City of Oxnard Business license is $150.00
and Ventura is between $60.00 and $80.00, and goes down as the year
progresses)
Recommendations:
1. Implement a Business License Application
Features & Functions
• Provide online portal for online application submittal
• Provide validation on all required applicant information, or the application
would not be allowed to be submitted:
 Business name
 Business location
 Business description
 Contact information of owners
 If incorporated, need Fed Tax ID Number
 If Retail, need Sellers Permits
 If Contractor, need state contractor license number
 NAICS/SIC
 Gross receipts
 Start Date
 Additional documentation
• Data validation
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•
•
•
•
•

Provide online payments
Ensure application is properly and thoroughly tested
Date stamp electronic submittals
Integrate with ERP, Energov, DHD and any future ERP system
Workflow:
 Defined steps and participants
 Auto notification
 Auto reminders
 Track the Status

Reporting
• Cash Receipts for individual staff for the day
• Invoicing
• Receivables aging
• Ad Hoc Report (without the assistance of IT or the Software Vendor)
• Comparative report for historical analysis Interfaces
• EnerGov: want to push data to EnerGov related to permits so they can verify a
business has a business license. The business application has to be reentered
at the present. Also, updated data in PSI, e.g., every renewal this data has to
be updated so both systems work
• Agresso: improve the existing interface and ability to export data from the
Business License to Agresso
2. Update the Ordinance
Benefits:
• Cleaner data
• Business process improvement
• Enhanced customer service
• Online applications would save staff time
• Reduce the number of calls to the vendor
• Improved reporting
• Staff time savings to reconcile the Business License software against Agresso
• Eliminate duplicate data entry into PSI and EnerGov
• The Planning Approval process would mitigate hundreds of emails and multiple
phone calls (this would impact Planning Planning’s current policies)
• It would be a better tool for current economic business community
• Increase revenue for the City by collecting more money
• Would be open for more projects
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Learning Management Application [RW 11]
Findings:
The Rapid Workflow® workshop revealed that the Fire Department needs a learning
management system. They carried out a process to obtain funding for a system
approximately 8 months ago, but it fell through. The following recommendations were
developed without Fire Department input and need to be revisited with Fire
Department staff.
Recommendations:
1. Implement a Learning Management Software
Features and Functions:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Training Administration:

Determine training status of individual staff, groups, or organizational units

Manage online course catalogues
Manage instructor-led and blended-learning offerings:

Store title and description, course objectives, prerequisites, required
materials and credit hours

Manage Qualified Instructors

Manage Qualified Vendors

Management course delivery costs

Administer online tests

Track employee progress with comprehensive reports

Provide the ability to track the entire staff training lifecycle

User deactivation

Connected to the onboarding process, receive accurate/timely list of new
hires automatically

Automatically issue welcome letters to new staff and supervisors

Generate billing statements to the invoice department

Provide a supervisor screen to measure behavior change and coach
Record video messages for staff viewing
Join/share virtual classes
Additionally, ensure Notification to the card holder of upcoming expiration as
well as administrator
Email Notifications - customizable templates that allow you to easily send:

On-demand email notifications of class cancellations, reschedules or other
training notices

Automated notification, including: Confirmation/Reminder notes for class
enrollments

Reminders of upcoming, pending, or past due training requirements

Wishlist notifications when a course on an employee’s wish list is
scheduled

Reminders for past-due surveys
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•

Add, edit, and manage:
Predefined user roles: Staff, Manager, Supervisor, Instructor, Guest, etc.
Online training and compliant courses
Classroom training
Self-paced training
Course Surveys
Learning:

Synchronization Learning

Blended Learning

Social Learning
Student Portal:

Employee names and identification (ID) numbers entered once, maintained
online

View strategic training plans/career development capabilities

Make effective training choices

Search an online course catalog

Select a course that meets plan objectives

View course schedules and select an instructor

Enroll quickly with a few mouse clicks

Send/receives enrollment confirmation notifications, cancellations, and
email

Allow training attendees to view and/or download course workbooks,
PowerPoints, handouts, etc.
Content Authoring:

Course description – WYSIWYG HTML Editor

Designate a course image – Image Library

Course prerequisites

Course retake restrictions

Course Levels – Required vs. Elective

Content Library

Provide post-training quizzes and acknowledgment of completion

Grading (If applicable)

Ability to add, edit and manage course catalogs, groupings, or series

Assigning courses to course catalogs, groups or series based on
predefined user roles

Share courses across catalogs and course series

Manage course catalog or series display date range

Make a course catalog or series available to all staff
The ability to add, edit and manage user groups, company divisions, business
units and brands with:

Gamification

Testing & Assessment

Easy-to-use templates

Monitors employee progress

Measures courseware and test effectiveness in meeting goals

Manages course and instructor evaluations and surveys






•

•

•

•
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•

•

•

•

•

Skills Tracking
Social Sharing:

Inclusion of supplemental resources with a course

Wait list (if applicable)

Discussion Board

Web conferencing (Webinars)
Learner Access to:

Courses and learning plans

Course transcript/progress page

Course catalog

Profile/preference changes - Login information, language preferences, etc.

Certificates of Completion

Reports

Training attendance

Supervisor Reports (to see enrollment of their staff and review completed
training)
Training History Reports:

Generate session rosters

Track training hours delivered

Create post-class certificates

Enrollment

No shows

Departmental comparative reports
Trends Scheduled Reports:

Monitor registration for upcoming sessions

Generate sign-in sheets

Employee Reports

Course completions

Compliance Completion

Generate transcripts of past training
Identify missing system information

Exported reports to a variety of formats:
o Adobe Acrobat
o MS Excel
o MS Word
o HTML

All reports can be run for:
o Individual learners
o Selected work groups
o For an entire site
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CIP Application [RW 12]
Findings:
The Rapid Workflow® workshop with Public Works revealed the following challenges
related to the CIP/Project Management processes:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

There is a lack of integration between Agresso and CIP SQL database. This
results in extra staff work for manual data entry for Finance and Public Works staff
and reconciling conflicting reports.
Lack of integration between internal time tracking (in Excel) and all staff time costs
on projects (also spreadsheets). This is a labor-intensive process with the data in
multiple locations and a potential for data errors.
Information stored on SharePoint and shared drives. Duplicate information, or a
lack of information, results in misinformation, no single source of information, and
a lack of version control.
Projects have multiple project numbers in Agresso. This results in coding errors,
inaccurate financial reporting, and decisions made on erroneous information.
Lack of universal document management strategy (in the project execution
phase), which results in a potential for misinformation potential and issue finding
information and lack of version control.
Project information is not in one place; staff has to go to a different locations or
systems for the project costs from beginning to end. This is time consuming for
staff. Each project manager has their information, but department staff who need
that information may not know where to go.
Do not have common terminology, or label information differently in divisions,
which results in staff confusion and miscommunication.
Do not currently have one project number. There are separate project numbers
for separate funds, which results in coding errors, inaccurate financial reporting
All employees do not have access to the same software, e.g., SharePoint, MS
Project, and Agresso. This results in the burden falling on a select few vs. staff
tracking their own projects.
There is a lack of approval for projects moving between milestone changes. This
Impacts budgeting, not having enough funding, and not coordinating project
execution with available funding. It also impacts organizational capacity and the
ability to execute the work.
There are individual project managers for each project, but not a high-level view
of all projects. This impacts budgeting, not having enough funding, and
coordinating project execution with available funding.
There is a lack of continuity of ownership on projects. This results in gaps in
project delivery, a lack of knowledge transfer and accountability, increased
work/rework, and inconsistent lessons learned.
There is no clear checklist of what items have been checked off and the
percentage completed within each phase: Planning, Design, and Construction.
This impacts knowledge transfer, potential legal repercussions, high risk and
could result in grant funding being denied.
There is a problem with grant invoicing, which could result in the loss of project
funding/future funding and project delays.
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15. A challenge in what projects get transitioned to Design vs. Transportation, and
department leads. This results in a lack of resource management, project delays,
lack of communication, confusion, and a lack of accountability.
16. Inconsistency of reporting current financial status, dollars, and available funds.
Project Managers have challenges checking available funds on projects, timely
and accurate financial information. This results in inaccurate budget needs and
over or under spending.
17. Lack application to manage a project from inception to completion, during all
phases of the project: design, construction, etc. It is hard to track all aspects of a
project: financial, phases, project documents, e.g., schedules, pictures,
attachments, reports, etc.
18. Lack application to track the status of a capital project not managed by Public
Works, e.g., IT projects, Parks, etc., which can result in an inaccurate Capital
Improvement Plan.
19. Cannot access payroll data directly on cost for Capital Projects, which results in
delays and having to go to Finance to get that data.
Recommendations:
Project Management Application
Features & Functions:
• Provide a document management capability
• Provide ability to track/manage project costs from beginning to end
• See changes throughout the project lifecycle
• Provide the ability to determine terminologies/definitions
• Provide ability to store instructions, e.g., a How-To Guide
• Provide ability to define and assign main project number
• Ability to track multiple sources of funding for a project
• Provide ability to track projects in multiple ways: attribute data to an author,
including changes, milestones, approvals to move forward
• Provide a high-level view birds-eye view by fiscal year of all projects, budgets,
timelines, scheduling – a portfolio summary of all projects
• Provide ability to manage roles and responsibilities
• Assign staff to a project thread
• Provide ability to develop and track checklists and deadlines for items on those
checklists, from beginning to end of each phase, Planning, Design and
Construction.
• Define what projects will be transferred and to what department, and to whom
(who is taking the lead)
• Automated Workflow:
 Auto notification
 Auto routing
 Auto reporting
• Ability for Project Managers to check available funds on projects
• Provide central location for projects, and contact persons
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Create customer E-forms, e.g., fill out budget forms, materials, and sync data
with the system
Re-estimate a project if a project is in the system too long
Provide ability to prioritize projects
Alerts if projects go over budget
Alert if a project has not been updated in x-days

Reports
• Ad Hoc
• Current financial status
• Budget, committed/spent, balance (Integrated with ERP)
Other
• Explore storing all document created in this process in a common, document
management roadmap
• Develop project number scheme for future ERP
Interfaces
• ERP
• ERP and CIP SQL
• ERP and Project Management
• ERP Time Keeping and Project Management
Benefits:
• Staff time savings
• Real-time data
• Increased accuracy for budget forecasting for planning
• Improved document/records management
• Improved employee morale
• No confusion and elimination of errors
• Increased productivity and efficiencies
• Increased knowledge
• Streamlined processes
• Better planning and view of project status
• Better coordination with customers
• Better communication and project expectations
• Improved project management
• Improve meeting deadlines and grant implementation
• Improved workload balancing and project delivery
• Fiscal responsibility
• Improved ability to find information
• Accurate information organization wide
• Improved accountability to Council and the community
• Strengthened public trust
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Accurate budgeting
Enhance planning
Justify more staff resources
Know how much time it takes to produce projects
Better estimating for future projects

Public Works Asset Management
While asset management was not addressed in the ITSP project, and it is not a Public Works top
priority, the department is interested in making improvements in that area. The IT Strategic Plan
can be amended at a later date to include an Enterprise Asset Management System integrated
citywide that better meets the needs of the departments.
E SW

Enterprise Software
Enterprise Software denotes applications used by all departments, by all key
departments, or many departments across the City. An enterprise technology vision,
which the ITSP & Roadmap proposes, typically adheres to the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enterprise software benefits several business units across the organization, taking
advantage of economies of scale
Enterprise software pools financial resources from one or more business units or
departments to procure systems that otherwise might not be affordable by one
business unit
Voids the purchase of technically disparate systems that provide the same
functionality
Procures systems that meet an Enterprise Architecture and established
technology standards to minimize operational costs and maximize investments in
technology
Decreases the overall workload on IT staff by not having to provide technical
support on numerous redundant applications or applications that do not meet the
City’s standard Enterprise Architecture or standards
Typical enterprise applications include ERP Systems (e.g., financial, human
resource, work order, procurement, asset management applications, etc.),
Enterprise Content Management Systems, and Geographic Information systems
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311/Customer Relationship Management [RW 1, RW 10, ITFG, PW & P&R MI]
Findings:
The need for a 311/Customer Relationship Management (CRM) solution was the most
mentioned requirement in the ITSP project. It was brought up in the Public Works and
Parks & Recreation management interviews, City Manager and 311/CRM Rapid
Workflow® workshops, the IT Focus Groups, as articulated below.
The IT Focus Groups revealed the following challenges related to the Comcate Citizen
Complaints system, a 15 year old hosted application that lacks current features like
311. According to IT staff, this result in the following:
• Duplicate data entry of Comcate data into other systems
• The database is beyond the City’s reach because it is a hosted solution, e.g.,
cannot integrate with GIS
• The interface is very outdated and is mostly text on the screen
The Rapid Workflow® workshop with the City Manager’s Office revealed the following
challenges related to the customer relationship management business process:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The City is not on the cutting edge of technology as other cities, which results in
a narrative of uncertainty, mistrust to service taxpayers
The structure of topics in Comcate is not efficient, which results in the following:
 Decreased customer service satisfaction
 Disrupts public trust
 Increased requestor frustration
 Potential to increase the time to address the problem
 May send request to the wrong department
 Staff inefficiencies and redundancies
 Multiple paths to one problem
Customers have a difficult time interacting with Comcate, which results in the
following:
 Same as #1
 The public might not use Comcate
 They email staff or Council instead
 This is difficult to manage
Cannot customize the Comcate User Interface, which results in the following:
 Do not have control over what the requestor sees
 Do not have the ability to make it easier for the Public
 Are not able to customize the interface to the Ventura population
Tracking Work Orders, which results in the following:
 Decreases the ability to be accountable and analyze the system for process
improvement
 Does not provide reportable data
Do not manage the reports, e.g., Comcate produces various reports but the City
is not using them, which results in the following:
 There are inconsistent service level expectations
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7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Do not know how to allocate resources, e.g., trees getting addressed next,
and sidewalks are taking 10 days
 Not able to allocate resources most effectively
 Cannot communicate expectations to the customer
 Affects the ability to respond to Council requests
 Time consuming to produce reports
Do not have a way to prioritize work orders:
 Work Orders that are not a priority could be done before the ones that are
 Inefficiencies when it comes to organizing and reorganizing each request, so
staff could reprioritize as they key them in or as time allows
There are not enough ways for the public to input customer requests. Not all
customers are familiar with email or Comcate:
 Same as #2
 Requestor may decide not to use it
Not consistent with updating who the primary and secondary persons/
assignees, which may result in the request being “lost” and not be addressed or
resolved.
Comcate is too decentralized, each section is for themselves, which results in:
 Staff time inefficiencies and ineffectiveness
 Any problem that needs to be fixed is not a quick response, unless you know
how to get it
 A lack of consistency
 Same as #8
No integration with other systems, e.g., the sidewalk/GIS system or other Work
Order systems (several), which results in:
 Inefficiencies
 It creates numerous steps for staff to use multiple systems to do a task
 Redundancies, e.g., one 1-hour task may be assigned to 4 persons, and
takes 4 hours
Inability to customize the request function, resulting in:
 Without the ability to adopt pull-down menus, 90% of time staff might be used
to decipher what was needed
 Adopting things like broken sidewalk
 Impacts service levels for hard-to-reach populations for the City of Ventura
(Seniors, Spanish speaking, and inability to have more streamlined
communications
 Staff time deciphering customer requests
 A lot of additional time taken to address the issue/repair
Comcate does not have a mobile app, which results in:
 Reduces the ability for customers to report concerns and safety hazards
 Requires customers to go home to their desktop
 Residents do not have a way to check on the status themselves
 Customers do not have the ability to solve issues on their own (60% of
interfaces with the public come from mobile phones)
Comcate does not have a Dashboard management view, which limits
transparency -- managers do not know what they do not know
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Cannot easily generate user-friendly reports, which limits the ability to leverage
data in the system
Antiquated Web design: Comcate does not support responsive design, which
limits the use of residents who use their mobile phones

Solutions:
1. Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
System Feature & Functions
• Adopt a modern and robust 311 system
• Provide the ability to structure topics based on the City needs
• Provide residents a contemporary Graphical User Interface
• The new system should be GIS centric
• Support mobile devices, with responsive design
• Provide a Portal
• Provide access via phones
• Automated Workflow:
 Ability to respond to inquiries in a single interaction
 Auto notification
 Tracking
 Status checking
• Adapt to contemporary technology platforms
• Provide the ability to track Work Order
• Prioritize Work Order
• Provide ability for automated self-services, app, texting, and real-time chats
• Support Responsive Design
• Provide ability to customize the request function
• Provide a management dashboard
• Ability for residents to check on the status of their requests
• Provide Google translate
• Provide internal request capability
Reports
• Park Request
• All Open Comcate
• Tickets open by number of days
• Response times by Department
• Open cases by location
• Activity Summary: FAQ searches and new cases by day, week, or month
• Employee Activity: number of cases assigned to employee and number of
responses, cases resolved and re-assigned cases
• Department Activity: number of cases assigned to department and the number
of responses, cases resolved and re-assigned cases
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open/Closed by Department: count of cases and status by department (was
YTD Report)
Open/Closed by Month: count of open and closed cases by month
Request Type Summary: count of cases by type for each topic (was
Cumulative Summary Report)
Report by Location: detail listing of cases by location field
Quick Tally by Type: count of request tallies by tally type
Quick Tally by Source: count of request tallies by tally source
Quick Tally Volume: count of request tallies by department representatives and
times of day
Customer Interactions: detailed report of customer interactions which can be
exported into Excel
Tag Summary: count of cases for each tag (new)
Open Cases: all open cases not resolved, including days outstanding,
employee(s) assigned, and additional information
Case Detail: filter cases by custom fields and other criteria and see details of
all matching cases
Custom Search: customized reports and details of all cases matching criteria
Open Case by Location: summary and detail listing of open cases, by location
field type
Cases by User: select one or more internal users, all cases they are involved
in
Last Activity: report of last activity
Detailed Case Info: continuous report with detailed case information
Detailed Collaborator Info: detailed eFM case information for cases selected
by user type and role (employees and elected officials), activity date ranges,
open and close dates
Case Change Audit: details changes to case ownership, topic, status, and/or
confidentiality
Customer Accounts: listing of Customer Account activity
Most Active Customers: listing of Most Active Customers
Address Not Validated: cases with location addresses that are not validated
FAQ External Traffic: number of customers clicks per FAQ, grouped by
department
FAQ Internal Traffic: number of internal clicks per FAQ, grouped by department
FAQ Employee Activity: number of cases submitted; FAQs created by
employee
FAQ By Topics/Subtopics: topics/subtopics with associated FAQs
FAQ Search Terms with Answers: FAQ search terms with at least one answer
Open and Pending Cases: all open cases in your department(s)
Open/Closed by Month: number of cases opened and closed by month
Average Response Time: average number of days to respond to cases
Average Close Time: average number of days to close cases in departments
No Response Yet: requests have not been responded to yet in departments
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Average Close Time (Case Close Date): Average number of days to close
cases in your department(s)
Website vs. Internal: generated case totals, excluding cases with internal
customers (staff or elected official)
Customer Satisfaction (Legacy): summary of customer satisfaction surveys
Employee Report: summary of employees
Poll Results: results of polling questions
Response Time: summary of response times to eFM Cases
Response Time (Last 1 Year): summary of response times to eFM Cases
created in the last 1 year
Case Summary Export: summary of eFM cases, including custom field data
Custom Fields by Topic/Subtopic: Topic/Subtopic with associated custom
fields
Case Owners and Collaborators: case assignment rules listed by
Topic/Subtopic or criteria with primary/secondary owners and collaborators

Interfaces
• GIS
• Work Order Systems
• Public Safety Systems
2. Policies & Practices
• Provide staff training to anyone who uses the system, department leads, and
supporting staff
• Explore the most appropriate staff to act as liaisons and assign the appropriate
consistent roles and responsibilities, for instance, Admin Assistance. Assign
someone in IT to address Tier 1 issues
Benefits:
• Address issues and challenges more seamlessly
• Allow customers convenient access to CRM via smartphones
• Better ability to address issues quickly
• Better identify patterns and inefficiencies
• Better share information
• Better use of taxpayer dollars by using staff time efficiently
• Allocate resources as needed
• Consistent workload reports, prioritized staff resources
• Creates loyal, returning customers
• Decreased manual processes, emails, and phone calls
• Deescalate public frustrations
• Direct communication with the public
• Easy access for trouble shooting
• Easy to find what is needed
• Eliminate/reduce redundant data entry, e.g., emails
• Enhanced customer experience
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First in class customer services to community,
Foster economic development
Foster a faster response
Improved business controls, readjust staffing, resources, and budget
Improved customer service
Improved staff efficiency
Improved transparency
Improved workload allocation management
Improves reputation and image of the City
Increase the completion of work
Increased accountability
Increased consistency and efficiencies in responses and processes
Increased performance metrics
Increases the visibility, interactions, and responses
Reduced downtime
Reduced time spent gathering information and producing reports
Staff time savings
Tailor options and branding to the City of Ventura

Electronic Document/Records Management [RW 1 & RW 9]
Findings:
Electronic and Records Management was the second most mentioned technology by
staff and management in the course of the IT Strategic Planning project.
The IT Focus Group revealed the City has OnBase, but the system is underutilized
possibly to flawed planning and implementation, in addition to a lack of support staff.
The City Manager Rapid Workflow® workshop revealed the City does a poor job
managing data/documents/records. There is no central way to manage the
performance of these artifacts, have multiple systems doing parts of things, with
multiple data collection methods in place. Have significant amounts of data silos that
do not communicate with each other. This results in:
• Inability to understand where to invest resources
• Do not understand how they are performing across the City
• Cannot benchmark against other cities
• Cannot rely on data they have to be accurate
• From a technology standpoint, Citizen expectations are not being met
• Loss of staff productivity
• Staff are saving data in several places, calling them different things
• There is no direction or protocol on how to properly keep files, e.g., business
licenses are collected in a form and kept in a system
• Files are lost
• The integrity of information is compromised
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The Rapid Workflow® workshop with the City Clerk revealed the following relative to
document and records management challenges.
1. Electronic Document Management
• Employees do not know how to use OnBase to search for records, which
results in staff frustration and Clerk staff having to find documents for staff
• There are no automated systems and workflows, which results in the
duplication of documents in OnBase and shared drives and the additional cost
of storage
• Lack specialized software for City Clerk duties, which results in manual
operations
• Public access via the Konica developed Portal for searches and Public
Records Requests, which results in a frustrated public and staff having to assist
the public in finding documents that could be publicly accessed and would not
require having their assistance
• The City has not adopted e-signatures, which results in staff time and routing
documents: outside party, City Attorney, City Manager, Mayor, and City Clerk
• There are State and Federal deadlines, as well as internal deadlines Freedom
of Information Act, Campaign
• Disclosures (redaction, posting with 72 hours, Form 700, annual/monthly
deadlines) and providing public access. This results in:
 Staff stress
 Possible violation costs/penalties
 Lack of trust on the part of the public
• Difficult to find documents stored in several places, ECMS and/or shared
drives, which results in the inability to find records and staff time
• Working on the wrong version of a document, which results in staff time and
staff confusion
2. Records Retention
• There is a lack of time and resources to review the retention schedule and
implement a cyclical review and update. This results in:
 An inaccurate retention schedule, which could result in keeping records too
long and not identifying new record series
 Opens the door for additional documents to be produced for public
requests, including subpoenas and litigation
• The City does not have accurate records of what actually is in offsite storage.
It is like searching for a needle in a haystack. The forms and mechanisms used
in the past to note what was sent to storage did not provide enough data. When
they moved from one vendor to another, nobody ever paid to add to the
inventory. Boxes are just labeled by number. This results in:
 Not being able to retrieve documents
 Paying storage for documents that could have been destroyed
 Staff time to locate and go through boxes
 Having to go through binders to know what is in the boxes, which also
applies to digital records in shared drives and OnBase
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•

Adherence to the records retention is not being followed. Hardcopy documents
are not being disposed of per records retention schedule, which results in
noncompliance with the City Retention Schedule: staff may think a document
has been disposed of when it has not and possibly creating duplicate records

3. Shared Drives
• Information silos with no sharing and duplication in shared drives. This results
in:
 Possibly creating duplicate records
 Not streamlining the processes
 Staff inefficiency
 Noncompliance with the City Retention Schedule: staff may think a
document has been disposed of when it has not
• Naming conventions in servers are not consistent, which results in the inability
to find records
• Lack of access to other department documents on the server. This results in:
 Inability to find records
 Duplicate records
 Staff inefficiencies
• Multiple copies are stored on the network. This results in:
 Cost of storage space on the servers
 Staff may be updating the wrong version
 Lack of version control
4. Records Management Polices & Practices
• There is a lot of confusion regarding contracts, as not all contracts are
maintained by the City Clerk’s office. They may be in the City Attorney’s Office,
Public Works, etc. This results in:
 Staff frustration
 Clerk staff having to find documents for staff
 Clerk staff time to track documents down
 Do not have access to other department shared drive
• Staff does not provide executable documents to the Clerk. This results in:
 Staff follow up time chasing documents down
 Not having it in OnBase if they do not provide the executed contract
 Having to maintain a register of the contract process
5. Hardcopy Documents
• Maintain too many paper files, which results in the cost of paper, space, and
filing cabinets for documents that may no longer be needed, per the retention
schedule.
• Many processes are still paper based, which results in it being costly to process
paper, paper, postage, envelopes, etc. and increases staff time.
• Sometimes hardcopy files get misplaced, which results in:
 Staff frustration
 Clerk staff having to find documents for staff
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Clerk staff time to track documents down
Do not have access to another department’s shared drive

Recommendations:
1. Electronic Document Management ECMS Roadmap
• Develop an Enterprise Content Management System (ECMS) Roadmap to
fully leverage the existing system or a potential future replacement system
across the City:
 ECMS Business Process Analysis for all department document
management needs
 Taxonomy for all departments for fast and easy document retrieval
 Develop City-wide ECMS Implementation Roadmap:
o Imaging
o Document Management
o Records Management
o Workflow Automation
o E-Forms
o E-Signatures
o Backfile Conversion






Determine document/records/data storage standards and policies
Identify required interfaces between applicable systems
Assign IT staff to support ECMS
Assign Project Manager
Provide Business Process Analysis Training

2. ECMS Solutions
• Implement Workflow Automation
• Implement the Records Management module
• City Clerk functionality: Campaign Disclosures, Commissions and Boards
(recruitment and rosters), creation of minutes (adding to existing software or
switching), documents, e.g., tracking agreements, resolutions, ordinances
• Store eligible records in the ECMS
• Explore the use of e-signatures
• Use automated workflow to process agreements with e-signatures, ending up
in the Clerk’s Office
3. Retention Schedule
• Update the retention schedule, review annually, and unfreeze the existing
position
• Offsite storage inventory: review box content, and update the existing offsite
storage vendor called Access Information Management
• Backfile Conversion: develop a back file conversion plan under the existing
contract, preceded by purging duplicate documents
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4. Shared Drive
• Store records used across all departments in OnBase or another ECMS, not
shared drives
• Review current OnBase system to determine if it should stay across city
departments
• Develop a document migration plan for the phased movement from servers to
the ECMS, per the enterprise taxonomy
• Incorporate into the ECMS Roadmap
5. Records Management Policies and Practices
• Adopt a policy that all contracts will be in ECMS (taxonomy for contracts is
under the Clerk)
• Develop and adopt an e-signature policy, prior to implementing e-Signatures
• Centralize this function
6. Training:
• Provide ECMS V-Net training to all City staff and record the training, e.g., the
screens with the ability to watch later
• Train on best practices for search/retrieval
• Provide training resources for the public to use the portal, e.g., a short video of
how to use the portal
Benefits:
• Access to all contracts
• Allow meeting mandated deadlines
• Better compliance
• Better working relationships
• Business process improvement
• Cost savings in server storage
• Easier to find documents
• ECMS provides version control
• Happier public
• Implementing ECMS Roadmap would allow anyone with the appropriate privileges
• Improved adherence to the records retention schedule
• Improved customer service/experience
• In an ECMS, documents do not get lost
• Increased staff use and confidence in the ECMS
• Less time spent contacting City Clerk staff for assistance
• More accurate and up to date record retention schedule
• More effective searches
• More efficient and competent staff on the ECMS
• Reduce off-site storage costs
• Staff time savings
• Staff would be more efficient
• Would be dissolving an information silo
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Geographic Information Systems (GIS) [ITFG, RW]
Findings:
The Software IT Focus Group with IT staff revealed the City just entered into an
enterprise agreement with ESRI, which allows for an online environment and
publishing up data to the cloud.
•

The IT Focus Group revealed the demands for GIS tools exceed ITs ability to
provide them (GIS is generally used across the City as an enterprise tool). This
results in a lot of features in GIS not being used.

•

The GIS Enterprise Rapid Workflow® Workshop was held with City staff. The first
part of the workshop baselines the existing use of GIS at the City amongst
departments and the tools used by staff.

The figure below provides the results.
Figure E SW 3.1: Existing Use of GIS at the City
Legend:
IT GIS Staff provides support/services
GIS Consumers of GIS Data
Departments that need GIS
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Figure E SW 3.2: Future GIS Utilization at the City
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There is a lack of GIS End User training, which results in:
 City staff is not as fast or efficient as it could be in answering questions. It
causes staff to reach out to IT
 If staff are not trained on GIS, they will use another tool, e.g., Excel and up with
multiple versions of inventories, losing database integrity
 A lack of data ownership, when staff leaves, institutional knowledge leaves with
them. It is not clear who should be maintaining certain inventories
 Staff does not know who owns spatial data, for instance, who owns traffic
signals? Would assume transportation owns that
GIS is disjointed and cannot access data and maps. Data is kept in several
departments, have to get IT support, or go to several database and maps, e.g.,
City Maps, County GIS or Google Maps
When storm drains are updated, the storm drain Atlas is not updated. This applies
to a number of data types, e.g., signing. This results in out-of-date storm drain
outlets. If the data is not good on the map, staff think: why use it?
City staff lack access to tools, e.g., Arc GIS. This results in staff using whatever
they have, which is inefficient
Mobile data collection is a challenge, which results in inefficiencies. Staff have to
manually transcribe data, leaving room for error
Staff assumes data is in GIS, and sometimes it is not. Some staff want data and
do not know it exists or are afraid to ask because GIS staff is busy. IT staff have
to create data on the fly. Staff might end up reinventing the wheel, and recreating
data
Lack of IT GIS staff. End users do not have the time to input data, even if they are
the authority, which results in something not getting done

Recommendations:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Develop a basic GIS training program, for new employees and end-user training
 Develop an inventory of workflows staff need
 Develop and provide training for various workflows. Figure out who owns the
property, articulate a specific set of instruction for that scenario
 Explore LinkedIn Learning videos
 Training resources
Assign permissions to appropriate number of staff
Make specific person/organization responsible. Make it clear has is responsible
for maintaining data
Explore moving everything to Arc GIS Online
Build apps for end user to access data
Send a request for an edit to GIS IT staff, which was established in 2008
Implement mobile data collection for all departments that have this need. Could
use Lucity or Collector
Develop Training materials, Knowledge Management
Assign more staff to GIS support
Citywide inventory for data:
 Sidewalk center line
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Curbs
Street marking
Curb painting
Definition of land used inventory
Critical infrastructure

Benefits:
More productive features for customers
Staff efficiency
Faster response time
Confidence in the spatial data
Eliminate gaps, more streamlined use of GIS
Enhance productivity
Accountability

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ESW 4

Human Resources Leave of Absence Application [RW 3]
Findings:
The Rapid Workflow® workshop with Human Resources related to the Leave of
Absence process revealed the following challenges:
1. Have to manually retrieve lots of information from Agresso, e.g., hire date, annual
wages, department, division. location code, home address, and email, which
results in staff time. This typically takes an hour/claim for an average of 120 claims
per year. During COVID-19, it has been 400/year.
2. Tracking leave benefits manually on a spreadsheet, which results in staff time. If
it is not accurate, staff rely on manual calculations. This takes 10 hrs./week or more
on Industrial side, 4-5 hrs./week on Non-Industrial. This data is constantly being
updated by 2 staff.
3. Leave of Absence benefits are calculated in Excel and reported to payroll based
on a manual process which results in staff time: Industrial 2 hrs./week, NonIndustrial 2 hrs./week. It also requires HR staff having to speak with PD and FD,
because they have different systems.
4. Staff can either get too few or too many benefits. There is a risk of inaccuracy in
benefits, which results in overpaying or underpaying benefits. On the Industrial
side, if staff get underpaid, the City is subject to penalties.
5. Requesting and receiving hardcopy documents from departments, e.g., the PAF
form, which results in staff time having to request PAFs and track them. If they do
not receive them, the payroll may not run properly.
6. Issuing and receiving hardcopy leaves of absences, which if not received,
employee pay may not be properly processed. It also requires staff time tracking
them down.
7. Hardcopy and scanned documents are both being kept, which results in staff time
in redundant processes, storage solace and redundant records dispositioning,
8. Extrapolating information from payroll records being used in other ways, i.e.,
insurance billing and leave tracking in Agresso, Finance and HR Payroll. This
results in staff time and the potential for errors.
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Recommendations:
1. Implement Leave of Absence Software
Features & Functions
• Ability to track leave: 4850, 240, TTD, TMD, FMLA, CFRA, PDL, Military,
Personal, STD, LTD
• Ability to calculate Leave of Absence
• Adopt e-PAF with workflow
• Workflow Automation:
 Auto notification
 Tracking
 Auto Email
 Status
 Auto-routing
 Explore adopting e-forms/e-document to the fullest extent
 Data validation
 Develop a standard naming convention for all documents (Taxonomy/Meta
Data) to allow the migration to other systems in the future
 Ability to generate correspondence: at predetermined intervals, send
forms. The logic would auto populate them in the system
Reports:
• Staff out for a certain number of days
• Automated alerts when staff are out a certain number of days
• Automatic issuing of insurance bills
• Ticklers, on all claims
• Employee Leave Report
• Payroll Confirmation Report (TTD/TMD)
• COVID Log Report
• FMLA/CFRA Log Report
• STD/LTD Tickler, date that is effective
Forms:
• First Fill Form
• FSA Leave of Absence Election Form
• LOA Request Form
• STD/LTD Forms
Interfaces:
Interface to Agresso
• Pull data into the LOA application, hire date, annual wages, dept./div./ location
code, home address, and email with bi-directional interface: push claim
number, PAF, Insurance enrollment, date of incident
• Pull payroll data
• ISE: PD/FD Scheduling System: pull sheet data
•
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Benefits:
• Staff time savings
• Reduce the propensity for errors
• Business process improvement
• Reduced cost by not having to store documents in storage space, digitally and on
the floor
I

Interfaces

I1

Cashiering Application
Findings
1. Software: the billing systems, Enquesta, EnerGov, ActiveNet, DHD and PSI do not
integrate well with the Agresso financial system. There are too many systems. This
results in the following:
• A lot of IT time has been dedicated to integrating the existing systems
• Annoyance to Treasury staff
• A lot of staff time to learn all of the various software.
• Every time there is an upgrade, staff have to go through a learning curve
• On the back end, staff are also responsible for reconciling these systems
2. Hardware, PCs, and Check Scanners are old, which results in the following:
• PCs: The banking software is affected if the PC (5) cannot support the required
browsers
• There are (2) check scanner issues, prohibiting the deposit of checks
3. Manual data entry in Agresso, which results in 50% of an FTE staff time.
4. Filing hardcopy cash receipts is time consuming, which is done daily, combined,
and filed daily for 15 minutes/day on average.
5. Receive checks in the mail/banking ACH, and do not know what department they
are for, or what the payment is for. This results in numerous phone calls to
departments/payor and emails to both.
Recommendations:
• Ideally, the City should implement one enterprise cashiering application or explore
the feasibility of reducing the number of systems. Explore departments using the
same system and creating an e-cash receipt document. (The cash and checks will
still need to be delivered.)
• Integrate existing systems to provide automatic data transfer, as appropriate,
across existing systems
• Provide (5) new properly configured PCs to support the work carried out by
Treasury staff, including appropriate Browsers.
• Configure the check scanners appropriately to new PCs with appropriate drivers.
• Eliminate paper, to the extent possible, and adopt an e-cash receipt document.
• Scan (capture) the hardcopy, where applicable, in the Cashier Window step
• Integrate ActiveNet and DHD with the new cashiering system
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Benefits:
• Reduced errors
• Shorten the proses drastically
• Reduce having to learn several systems
• On the back end, reconciliation would be done
• Staff time savings
• Better use of new software
• Eliminate scanner problems
• Would lose less interest earning
• Cost savings: office supplies, binders, paper, toner
I2

ActiveNet and Agresso Integration [RW 6]
Findings:
The Rapid Workflow® workshop with Parks & Recreation related to the registration
application revealed the most significant challenge is that ActiveNet is not integrated
to Agresso. This results in the following:
•

Parks & Recreation Budget Reporting
 Cannot accurately reflect revenues collected, resulting in a month to two-month
delay in Agresso.
 Budget reports are run in Agresso and in ActiveNet, and are then compared,
each supervisor does this monthly, 3 – 5 hrs./mo.
 Management Analyst, Managers, and Department Head all do this, 2 times per
month and can take an average of 3 – 5 hours.
 This makes staff disconnect from the budget process, and revenue tracking all
together.
 Revenue budgets are never accurate, which results in additional time for
Parks & Rec staff to go into ActiveNet once a month. They do this more often
when they get close to the end of the FY. Sometimes, staff has to call Treasury
to marry the two. They need to have a monthly accounting of their revenue,
and the current condition causes the need for extra effort.

•

Treasury
 The amount of staff time to manually input the revenues. 1 person does this,
but one or two staff are involved.

•

Customers:
 Do not have a seamless system. They cannot do their transactions in one
system. This applies to refunds or changes in a class; there is lag time. It makes
the City look unprofessional.
 From a budget management perspective, the department wants to meet
revenue projections identified by council. If they do not have revenue
numbers, it is difficult to not go over on their expenditures, and it does not
balance out.
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Recommendations:
• Implement an integration between ActiveNet and Agresso
• Data requirements include revenue taken in by class types, programs, special
events, point of sale, and facility rentals (eventually)
• Need to see accounting transactions, and have the revenue get to the appropriate
accounting codes
• Provide the ability for Agresso reports to match the expenditures
Benefits:
• Increase in staff time to support other programs and enhanced customer service
• Staff time savings for Parks & Rec staff and Treasury staff
• Business process improvement by staff not being disconnected from the budget
process
• Improved budget accuracy
• Improved customer service for residents
• Improved ability to meet budget projections

4.2.2 Operational Recommendations
The area of operational sustainability relates to the IT
organization’s ability to provide the complete spectrum of
services required to effectively and successfully meet the
technology needs of the City and public. Issues related to
sustainability include the use of professional best practices
commonly found in IT organizations committed to providing
exceptional customer service.
The following findings and recommendations are based on
input gathered throughout the ITSP project related to
sustainability.
O

IT Operational Improvements

O1

Replace End of Life Servers [ITFG]
Findings:
The Infrastructure IT Focus Group with IT staff revealed not all servers that can be
virtualized are virtualized. There are 25 physical servers in City Hall and 6-7 servers
in Public Safety. This results in the risk of failure of the physical servers.
Recommendations:
• Virtualize approximately 20 servers
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Benefits:
• Less physical intervention
• Lower failure rate and easier recovery
• Lower costs
• IT staff time savings
• Reduced server deployment time for new projects
O2

Upgrade to Windows 10 [ITFG]
Findings:
The Software IT Focus Group with IT staff revealed the City is currently running a lot
of machines on Windows 7, approximately 350. which results in the following:
• Security exposure
• Cost: The City will have to purchase MS Security updates, since Windows 7 is out
of support (last year it was $27,000, this year it will be closer to $40,000)
Recommendations:
• Replace Windows 7 on 350 computers with Windows 10 ($550,000)
• Most computers are being replaced with laptops
Benefits:
• Enhanced security
• Faster performance for customers
• Smoother operations

O3

Mobile Device Management (MDM) [ITFG]
Findings:
The Hardware IT Focus Group with IT staff revealed there are tablets not on the Mobile
Devices Server. (PD/FD have about 200 devices. 86-90% are on the MDM system.)
This results in the inability to remotely set features and passwords and staff cannot
track tablets when they get lost.
Recommendations:
• Implement the MDM for all the city mobile computing devices, use the same as the
PD/FD
Benefits:
• Better control and easier set up
• Rolling out applications is easier, including replacements
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Deploy Printers via Active Directory [ITFG]
Findings:
Too much manual intervention required to deploy printers. Printers are not set up using
Active Directory this results in additional time. Setting up a printer takes about 15
minutes, .5 hour/week. This results in staff time by having to visit each printer that is
installed.
Recommendations:
• Adopt the practice that all printers will be deployed through Active Directory
Benefits:
• Staff time savings
• Enhance customer service

O5

SQL Server [ITFG]
The Software/Database IT Focus Group with IT staff revealed that there are a number
of issues related to SQL Server databases.
1. Utility Billing System
Findings:
The Utility system uses Oracle, and IT lacks the expertise to use the tools to use
it. This results in affecting the ability to do direct queries into the system from GIS,
e.g., where the water meters are and do searches. Instead, they have a clumsy
handoff of text files, in order to pass information from one system to the other,
which is one directional.
Recommendations:
• Migrate the data to a SQL Server database
• Assign a Database Administrator
Benefits:
• Could run queries against the database without requiring human intervention
to initiate the export/import of the data
2. Old Version of SQL Server
Findings:
The City is running an old version of permitting software. It uses an old version of
SQL Server. This results in the following:
• It is only marginally sustainable. As long as it runs, it is ok, but if it crashes,
would not know how to bring it up
• There would be a stoppage of service for the permitting system for community
development and public works
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Recommendations:
• Upgrade to the newer version of the permitting software, which is ongoing for
2 years (EnerGov is going live in May)
• Assign a dedicated DBA
Benefits:
• Retiring the older version of SQL will enhance the systems stability
3. GIS Data
Findings:
• The GIS system does not currently use an enterprise database, e.g., SQL, but
a File DB and Shape File Tables, resulting in only a couple of staff having the
ability to edit the data.
Recommendations:
• Adopt an enterprise DB, such as SQL server
• Assign a Database Administrator
• Adopt the ESRI Cloud Solutions
Benefits:
• A more robust system
• More staff could access and edit data
• Ownership could be provided to various departments
O6

Cyber Security [ITFG]
Findings:
The IT Operations IT Focus Group revealed a number of challenges related to cyber
security:
• The City requires vendors provide cyber security insurance, but what is required is
insufficient
• IT Department does not have dedicated cyber security resources, i.e., Information
Security Officer, to have communication with federal agencies on what is
happening in this area
• Do not have a cyber security person to sit in on RFP processes
• Do not sufficiently and proactively monitor security logs and events
The foregoing results in:
• Cannot have active monitoring to keep the City in compliance
• Potential for ransom attacks
Recommendations:
• Assign an ISO (Information Security Officer) or contract out that function
• Explore carrying out a Cyber Audit (DHS provides these to small cities at no cost)
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Benefits:
• Proactively protect the City and City systems from bad actors
• Helps infrastructure staff know what is going on in the market
• Potentially save the City considerable cost of rebuilding City systems
O7

Best Practices [ITFG]
Best practices encompass methods, procedures or techniques that have been shown
by research, experience, and application to produce optimal results; they establish a
standard suitable for widespread adoption. Best practices become generally accepted
as superior to non-standard alternatives because they produce consistent and
predictable results.
In the area of Information Technology, best practices ensure that every phase of the
technology lifecycle is executed successfully. This applies to systems planning,
requirements, definition, evaluations, selection, implementation, integration,
development, and project management. For IT organizations, it applies to proper
resourcing, operations, and service delivery. IT best practices significantly mitigate
risk, ensure technology is responsive to organizational needs, fosters the effective use
of emerging technologies, and provides the highest return on investment.
A number of IT operation best practices were addressed in the IT Operations Focus
Group with IT staff, revealing the following challenges.

O 7.1

Requirements Definition [ITFG]
According to City IT staff, the City does not have a standard requirements definition
template. This results in the following:
• Incomplete IT requirements definition
• Poorly defined functional and technical and poorly structured RFP processes
• Solutions that do not meet business needs
• Results in change orders during IT projects
• Causes projects to appear chaotic and poorly run
• Poor or non-existent success metrics
Recommendations:
• Adopt a best practice requirements definition methodology, and possibly templates
Benefits:
• Better project lifecycle
• Enhanced technology implementations
• More satisfied customers
• Cost savings
• Will assist in working on the ITSP Roadmap
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Business Process Improvement [RW 1, ITFG, SS]
Business Process Improvement (BPI) has become recognized as a best practice in
the IT industry. BPI uses various methodologies to analyze business processes,
procedures, policies, and practices to identify areas where improvements can be made
to accuracy, effectiveness and/or efficiency. Business processes are redesigned to
realize improvements via the application of Information Technologies. In the ITSP
project, for instance, ThirdWave’s Rapid Workflow® BPI was used (the only patented
government BPI method in the US). BPI has proven to be highly effective in ensuring
end-user requirements are captured, comprehensive solicitation documents are
produced, responsive systems are procured, and IT implementations are successful.
Technology implementations that ignore BPI analysis have been shown to have high
failure rates.
The issue of a BPI best practice was raised in a number of project tasks:
• The IT Focus Group revealed the City does not have a standard BPI method.
• The Rapid Workflow® workshop with the City Manager revealed that IT lacks a
method for this: (IT)
 “Does a poor job of managing business processes. IT has a tough time
understanding how business operate.”
• The Online City Staff Survey revealed the following:
 IT “Business Process Improvement“ was one of the five lowest rated services
IT provides.
 “Would like to see an IT department rep/liaison so IT can better understand our
department's specific needs, get to know our employees and our unique
challenges and an IT rep to communicate with us directly.”
 “All planning like this must start with end-user requirements to know what to
focus on.”
This results in the following:
 Invest in systems that do not support business operations
 Develop systems that do not meet department requirements
 Potentially spend more money than needed
 Systems that operate in silos, e.g., OnBase/EnerGov, etc.
Recommendation:
• Adopt a formal business process improvement methodology with efficient and
effective As-Is and To-Be business process graphical convention and templates,
e.g., Lean®, Rapid Workflow®, Six Sigma®, Kaizen, etc.
• Provide training on the selected methodology to Business Analysts in IT, and other
IT staff who might be involved in requirements definition
• Adopt holding BPI workshops with business process owners/stakeholders on all
technology initiatives, to allow for more bi-directional communication/collaboration
between IT and end users - to clearly articulate technology requirements
• Add a Business Analyst position to the IT organization
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Benefits:
• Better justifications for increased budgets, time and resources for new technology
projects and ongoing systems/end-user support
• Selection of fully responsive Information Technologies that foster business
process streamlining
• Increased productivity
• Enhanced employee satisfaction with implemented technologies
• Reduced risk in the selection and implementation of Information Technologies
• Improved compliance
• Enhanced customer satisfaction
• Foster organizational agility
• Technology integration
O 7.3

PMBOK™ Project Management [ITFG]
Staff currently use the Q2PM methodology, a home-grown methodology, not a best
practice such as PMBOK™, and not all staff use Q2PM. This results in the following:
• The current project method may not address commonly accepted project
management activities of the total project lifecycle, processes, and responsibilities:
The current method may not use industry-standard principles, practices and
terminology that is used by computer vendors or IT consultants
• The current method may not offer the comprehensive project management
framework and lessons learned over decades by existing best practices
Recommendations:
• Adopt the PMBOK Project Management best practice, which includes:
Project Life Cycle
 Initiate
 Plan
 Execute
 Control
 Close-out
Project Management Processes
 Scope
 Quality
 Schedule
 Cost
 Risk
 Communication
Project Management Responsibilities
 Integration Management
 Scope Management
 Quality Management
 Schedule Management
 Cost Management
 Risk Management
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 Communication Management
 Organizational Impact Management
 Human Resources Management
 Procurement Management
Provide PMBPK™ fundamentals project management training to al IT staff

Benefits:
• Improved project lifecycle
• Enhanced likelihood of successful project delivery, on time, on budget and
meeting the customer expectations
O 7.4

ITIL IT Service Delivery [ITFG]
Findings:
The IT Focus Group revealed the City does not adhere to Information Technology
Service Management (ITSM) principles or best practice methodology, such as ITIL 4.
(ITSM is defined as: “A set of specialized organizational capabilities for enabling value
for customers in the form of services.”) In laypersons terms, ITSM is improving
business performance and outcomes through better IT delivery and support practices.
Recommendations:
Adopt ITIL 4 service chains principles:
1. Plan: to ensure a shared understanding of what your service-provider
organization needs to achieve, and how.
2. Engage: the engagement with stakeholders to achieve an understanding of
their needs and to ensure that these needs are being met.
3. Design and transition: the creation of new/changed services that meet
stakeholder expectations across quality, cost, and time to market.
4. Obtain/build: the creation of service components, also ensuring that they’re
available when and where they’re needed and that agreed specifications are
met.
5. Deliver and support: to ensure that services are delivered and supported
according to agreed stakeholder specifications and expectations.
6. Improve: to ensure the continual improvement of products, services, and
practices.

•

Benefits:
• Responsive IT support services
• Enhanced customer services
• Increased success rate with IT deployments
• Improved IT resource management
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Business Continuity & Disaster Recovery Plans [ITFG]
According to City IT staff, the City does not have a Business Continuity Plan or
Disaster Recovery Plan. IT has ad hoc things that IT staff has done, but no formal plan
to recover from a manmade or natural disaster.
Impacts:
• The lack of a DR Plan, with policies, processes, and procedures to recover and
ensure business continuity in response to disaster: man-made, pandemic, or
natural could result in the following:
 Potential for significant data and financial loss
 Disruption in business operations and service delivery
 Exposure to security risk, and are more vulnerable
 Business objectives for recovery are unclear
 City staff are not aware of the importance of DR
Solutions:
• Develop, adopt, and test a Disaster Recovery Plan
• Include policies, processes, and procedures to recover and ensure business
continuity in regards to technological infrastructure in the event of a disaster,
whether man-made or natural
• Retain a professional organization to develop a Disaster Recovery Plan if City IT
staff lack the expertise to develop one. Disaster recovery planning is a subset of
a larger process, Business Continuity Planning), and should include planning for
resumption of applications, data, hardware, communications (such as networking)
and other IT infrastructure
• The Disaster Recovery Plan should address three key control measures:
 Preventive measures: controls aimed at preventing an event from occurring
 Detective measures: controls aimed at detecting or discovering unwanted
events
 Corrective measures: controls aimed at correcting/restoring systems after a
disaster
• Integrate with the City’s EOC function
• Coordinate with Public Works
• Adopt a formal Service Level Agreement (SLA) so IT can get Public Works
engaged with a sense of urgency in an SLA
• Explore utilizing the Cloud as a backup disaster recovery site
• Verify, test, and validate the DR Plan on a yearly basis to ensure its
effectiveness and efficiency for recovery of City operations
Benefits:
• Prompt recovery from disaster
• Business resumption
• Improved business operation efficiencies by avoiding manual work arounds
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Enterprise Architecture

Enterprise Architecture (EA) is a framework for conducting analysis, design, planning
and implementation of the vision, goals, strategies, functions, activities, and desired
outcomes of an enterprise, using a holistic approach at all times, such that the
Information Technology infrastructure and Information Technology services are
always aligned to the business strategies and business services, through
standardization and integration. The ITSP defines the direction priorities while the EA
defines the standards and the framework for achieving these directions and priorities.
Recommendations:
Adopt an Enterprise Architecture Standard
Enforce and adopt an Enterprise Architecture (EA), which provides an integrated
view of strategic goals, business processes, information, application systems and
technologies across all lines of business, services, and systems
• Select an ITEA approach that will encompass the full life cycle of IT and focus on
providing services to the City’s customers, including the following:
 Develop the EA Guiding Principles associated with the technical domains
 Develop the EA technology standards
 Define the following Architectures:
o Business Architecture: describes the business capabilities, drivers,
enterprise/departmental processes, organization, and policies
o Information Architecture: describes the structure of an organization's
logical and physical data assets and data management resources required
to support the enterprise/departmental processes
o Application Architecture: describes what application systems are
necessary and relevant to the enterprise and how those multiple
applications work together to support the enterprise/departmental
processes and manage the information
o Infrastructure Architecture: describes what logical software and
hardware capabilities and what networks providing communication paths
will be necessary and relevant to the enterprise to support the
enterprise/departmental processes, information, and application services
 Perform EA portfolio rationalization and simplification to promote more
effective use of IT and other resources to efficiently support business
processes
 Define the target architecture that simplifies procurement decisions and
ensures architectural coherence of multi-vendor solutions
•
•

Benefits:
• Bridges the gap between business strategy and implementation
• Improved alignment of IT with mission, goals, and objectives
• Improved service delivery, business operations and business capabilities
• Improved interoperability consistency among the systems, computing resources
can be more easily shared
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Improved flexibility to dynamically respond to customer needs and statutory
changes
Reduced cost and cost of ownership - fewer types of computing platforms,
operating systems and other software mean lower maintenance costs
Reduced redundancy, duplication, complexity, and information silos
Reduced business risk associated with IT, and reduces risk for future IT investment
Enables faster, simpler, and lower cost procurements
Reduces security risks by providing standards for implementing security
Provides enterprise integration increasing the utility of the enterprise’s data by
facilitating information sharing between data stores
Promotes mobile and ubiquitous initiatives by providing a common access portal
for citizen access
More homogenization of processes; learning costs are reduced as similar systems
and methodologies are applied across the enterprise

4.2.3 Management Recommendations
This section of the report includes management
recommendations
designed
to
support
the
implementation of the City’s ITSP & Roadmap over the
next 5 years.
Management recommendations are based on
information gained from a thorough review and
assessment of the City's mission, business processes,
and requirements.
A baseline understanding of the City’s IT management issues was realized by holding interviews
with all department heads at the City and staff in the IT Department.
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M

Management Policies

M1

IT Service Level Agreement (SLA)
Findings:
• The Rapid Workflow® workshop with the City Manager’s Office revealed that,
internally, on the hardware side, if there are computer issues City staff cannot get
IT support in a timely manner. Sometimes they need to talk to someone right then.
Sometimes, IT questions the work to be done – and end users seek a different
path. This results in end-user frustration, impacts staff productivity, and can impact
customer services
• The IT Focus Groups also identified the lack of SLAs, which impacts IT staff’s
ability to plan their work and projects
Recommendations:
• IT Department develop Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with departments,
articulating City-wide response times and outcomes
• Assign IT staff to take calls by system type
• IT adopt a policy and practice that the end user is the customer
• Adopt principle and practices from new ITIL 4 best practice service management
methodology, including the six activities with the Service Value Chain
Benefits:
• Improved ability for IT Department to manage their workload
• Enhanced responsiveness to departments
• Improved customer end user satisfaction

M2

IT Organizational Model
The ITSP effort assessed the capabilities and challenges of the Information
Technology organization. A number of organizational issues were identified with
regards to sustaining the City’s existing and future Information Technologies, i.e., the
knowledge, skills, and abilities of IT staff, the number of IT staff, and the support
capabilities of the IT organization.
The City’s current IT organization is divided into two major groups, Operation and
Development, with a number of individuals reporting directly to the IT Manager. The
organization chart is fairly flat, with 7 of the 21 staff reporting directly to the IT Manager.
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Figure M 2.1: Existing City IT Organization Chart
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Findings:
• Management Interview Input:
The management interviews revealed a mixed set of ratings relative to IT staff
levels. This item was rated equally Very Good, Good, and Satisfactory and slightly
higher as Excellent.
•

IT Focus Groups Input:
The IT Focus Group revealed the IT department does not currently have the
following IT positions to support existing City systems:
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DBA: the need for data analytics was identified in the project, and IT does not
currently have this classification or staff.
Business Process Analyst: the need for IT to better understand business
process, during IT requirements definition was identified in the project, and IT
does not currently have this classification or staff.
Help Desk: currently unable to support the entire City in a timely manner.
Information Technology Security Officer: someone assigned to monitor
security, putting the City at a disadvantage and risk.
Junior Network Engineer: IT cannot meet the growing demands of the City
network. There is no back up for the one person responsible for this.
Systems Support Analyst: Cannot meet infrastructure needs, servers, backups, storage, and new systems coming online, and cloud-based systems.

The foregoing results in the following:
 Lack of timely support
 Cannot support data analytics to respond to management/Council requests
 Departments launch their own IT projects, which can lead to purchasing
systems that are not the most responsive, or the wrong system
 Reduced ability to protect the City against cyber-attacks
 A lack of coverage redundancy, loss of institutional knowledge, and lack of
resilience during the pandemic
 Reduced ability to support and respond to growing emerging technologies
•

Online Staff Survey Input:
Limited IT staff was also noted in the online staff survey, for instance:
 “IT issues often go ignored or are unable to be fixed because of very limited
staff.”
 “They are great at what they do, but are a bit short-staffed at times.”
 “There are two people doing GIS for the whole city. Oxnard has an entire team
of GIS staff.”
 "IT support at off sites is sometimes difficult to get it done in a timely manner.”
 "There is no real support of the Engineering Drawing Management system,
both database and front end.”
 “Not enough staff in IT.”
 “Would like to see an IT department rep/liaison so IT can better understand our
department's specific needs.”

Recommendations:
• Resource the IT organization with sufficient staff and/or contract support to
effectively support existing and future systems to be deployed in the 5-year ITSP
Roadmap
• Update IT Classifications that reflect the roles/responsibilities
• Fill existing open positions
• Allocate resources as required, as new technologies are deployed
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The figure below illustrates the proposed IT organization properly resourced based on the
proposed projects in the plan, so IT can sustain the ITSP over the next five years and beyond.
New staff or contracted resources will be added over 5 years, as financial resources allow.
Figure M 2.2: Proposed IT Organization

LEGEND
Existing Position
Proposed Position
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Proposed IT Department resourcing for the 5-year IT Strategic Plan include the
following:
1.

Make IT a Department with a Chief Information Officer
• Continue existing role and responsibilities
• Assume span of control management responsibilities overall existing and
future IT functions, supervisors, and staff including:
 Cyber Security: Information Security Officer
 Business System: enterprise and departmental systems
 GIS Group
 Project Management Team
• Oversee the implementation of existing and new current system
implementations, e.gt., the proposed Enterprise Resource Management
(ERP) finance and human resource system in addition to the
implementation of the IT Strategic Plan
• Assume direct line of communication and coordination with all City
Department heads
• Assume responsibility for IT planning and budgeting

2.

Administration, Management Analyst II (existing position)
• IT Budget Management
• Contract Management
• City Council Agenda Management
• Project Management
• IT RFP's and Bids
• General IT Operations/Administration

3.

Information Security Officer
This role is responsible for Cybersecurity management which includes the
following:
• Keeping City technology in Compliance
• Monitoring and reporting the threats and violations
• Managing the Security Operations Center
• Leading the threat and incident response
• Researching and working with other regulatory authorities
• Researching grants and compose grant applications for the City

4.

Infrastructure Group
The infrastructure group is responsible for the following:
• Data Centers
• Servers, Desktops, Laptops, Cell Phones, Field Devices, and Other
Computing Devices
• City Network
• Cybersecurity Implementation
• Telecom
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•
•
•

IT Service Desk
Printers
Implement the recommendation for Cyber Security

4.1

Operations: Network Administrator
The City is in need of this additional position to manage the expanding City
network complexity. To eliminate the single point of failure for this critical
infrastructure component. Additionally, this position will also be trained to
support telecom operations, which is also a single point of failure.

4.2

Operations: Systems Administrator
This new position will reduce the backlog of existing infrastructure
maintenance projects and operational tasks such as the following:
• Upgrading the servers
• Backup management
• AD administration
• AZURE administration
• Server patching and maintenance
• Project infrastructure support
• License management
• Other strategic cloud initiatives

4.3

Operations: Database Administrator
This role is responsible for database management as well as:
• Performance tuning all the application databases
• Troubleshooting the databases
• Data backup and restore
• Applying database patch management and maintenance
• Database administration

4.4

Operations: User Tech
The IT Service Desk is in need of additional support to do the following:
• Reduce the workload, backlog, and improve the City help desk
turnaround time
• Increase operational efficiencies for the City help desk
• Reduce the equipment errors
• Install desktop/laptop software, patches, and other needed applications
• Prepare and deploy new devices
• Fixing and servicing existing user devices
• Improve technology service user experience
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4.5

5.

Operations: User Tech
The IT Service Desk is in need of additional support to do the following:
• Reduce the workload, backlog, and improve the City help desk
turnaround time
• Increase operational efficiencies for the City help desk
• Reduce the equipment errors
• Install desktop/laptop software, patches, and other needed applications
• Prepare and deploy new devices
• Fixing and servicing existing user devices
• Improve technology service user experience

Business Solutions Group
The business solutions team manages all enterprise applications and all
departmental applications. The team evaluates new business processes and
proposes new solutions based on current and future City needs.
5.1

Solutions Developer: Ventura Water
This role is needed to support Ventura Water and will do the following:
• Billing system support
• AMI support
• Additional website support
• Data and report support
• Other solutions for Ventura Water

5.2

Solutions Developer: Police Department
This role is needed to support the Police Department and will do the
following:
• Police reporting
• Police data analysis
• Application support
• Other needed Police technology and maintenance
• As needed additional Police on-site coverage

5.3

Solutions Developer: Fire Department
This role is needed to support the Fire Department and will do the following:
• Fire reporting
• Fire data analysis
• Application support
• Other needed Fire technology and maintenance
• As needed additional Fire on-site coverage
• Telestaff Support
• Fire RMS Support
• EPCR Tables Support
• SQL Support
• DHD Support
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•
•
•
6.

7.

CERS Support
Comcate Support
Kronos Timesheet Support

GIS Group
GIS manages all the Citywide spatial data management, enterprise GIS licenses,
and provides GIS solutions to the departments as needed. The team also
establishes the GIS technology directions and standards for the City.
6.1

GIS Analyst
This additional GIS role is dedicated to Public Works and will work on all
their relevant GIS data and applications.

6.2

GIS Analyst
This additional GIS role is dedicated to the Community Development
Department and Ventura Water and will work on all their relevant GIS data
and applications.

Business Innovation Group
The Business Innovation Group will manage all enterprise solutions and new
Citywide project initiatives as well as setting the project management standards
for the IT Division.
7.1

Business Innovation Manager
Responsible for assessing and redefining City business processes by
working with the departments, defining business process, technology and
policy requirements leading to the identification of new areas where
technology can add value to the City. The Business Innovation Manager
will report to the CIO.

7.2

Business Process Analyst (BPA)
Responsible for requirements definition best practices, e.g., business
process analysis, functional and technical specifications, project definition,
and articulating opportunities for innovation. BPA will act as a bridge
between end-user needs and IT functional and technical specifications in
identifying areas where City processes and procedures can be improved.

Benefits:
• Provide successful implementation of the ITSP, and effective sustainability of the
strategy over the next 5 years
• Proper resources will allow maximizing IT staff resources
• Adopt Cyber Security best practices and mitigate cyber and ransomware attacks
• Allow effective requirements definition, evaluation and selection of Information
Systems that provide the highest value to business units
• Provide business process improvement of mission-critical business processes
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Enhance the ability to install and manage the City’s infrastructure to optimize
networking/Wi-Fi communications systems to all Departments and locations
Allow the project management team to better deploy Information Systems projects
and meet the business needs of City Divisions
Prevent ransomware attacks and associated costs related to them

IT Governance
Information Technology (IT) Governance is a
best practice to implement business controls
that entail the proper requirements definition,
planning, approving, budgeting, and purchasing
of Information Systems and professional
services. Adopting IT Governance often
requires cultural changes in how Information
Technology and IT Departments are perceived
by an organization. It necessitates adjusting the
relative importance assigned to successfully
implementing
and
supporting
strategic
Information Systems.
•

•

The IT Operations Focus Groups revealed the City had an IT governance process,
but it is no longer enforced, which results in the following:
 Departments do not have input to, or responsibility for, IT projects
 Departments initiate their own projects
 Departments do not take ownership of their projects
 IT staff lack prior knowledge of IT procurements
 Lack of adherence to technology standards and inefficient use of limited IT funds
 IT staff are impacted by having to support non-standard technologies
 IT operational inefficiencies as IT staff are required to research and support
systems that do not adhere to system standards
The IT Governance with City Leadership revealed the following:
 Absent IT Governance, this role has been assumed by the City’s IT Manager
 Disconnects between departments and IT
 Each department has its own strategy
 Confusion on whether Steering Committee meetings are a democracy
 Some department heads felt excluded, objective criteria for selecting
committee members from 13 departments were not defined

Recommendations:
• Adopt required cultural changes in how the IT Department is perceived, e.g.,
increase the relative importance assigned to IT, and the critical role in the
procurement of technology at the City
• Adopt a formal IT Governance best practice process with the ITSP including
requirement’s definition, validation, specifications, and business case for
management review
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Adopt an IT Governance process providing business controls on the planning,
procurement, and implementation of Information Technologies.
Adopt well-defined roles of all stakeholders (staff/customers, IT staff, and the ETeam) and policies so that all departments feel engaged

Figure M 3.1: IT Governance Process

Benefits:
• Identify IT requirements responsive to the unique needs of each department and
the community
• Specify IT solutions and plan for required staff resources for successful IT
implementations
• Vet proposed projects prior to procurement to ensure best value investments in IT
• Allow the City to procure standard and strategic Information Technologies
• Ensure department do not purchase project without IT department knowledge and
engagement
• Ensure a common IT Enterprise Architecture
• Prioritize IT initiatives to maximize the investment of tax dollars
• Improve the delivery of solutions customers really need
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Optimize investments in IT by eliminating the procurement of duplicate
technologies and taking advantage of economies of scale
Opportunity to do things better, faster
Aligns technologies with City’s business strategy
More efficient and effective City services

IT Funding
Findings:
The management interviews revealed the leadership team has a split perception on
the adequateness of funding IT at the City of Ventura; 41% rate IT budgets and
allocation of resources as “Good,” 41% rate it as “Satisfactory” or “Poor.” Of the three
areas in this question, e.g., Staffing, Technical Knowledge, and Budgets, IT budgets
was the lowest rated.
Recommendations:
• Provide the IT organization the finances, staffing and resources to meet the needs
of the City, but also think outside the box on how to enhance the City experience
and innovation

M5

IT Purchasing Policy
Findings:
The IT Focus Group revealed that systems ordering is time consuming when ordering
systems, peripherals, and computer-related equipment (hours), keeping track of what
goes where, and managing invoices and project coding. This results in wasted staff
time and frustration for IT staff and customers.
Recommendations:
• Articulate a purchasing policy for IT, and/or revisit the City’s existing purchasing
policies and processes to streamline them for IT and the rest of the City
Benefits:
• Staff time savings
• Improved procurement

M6

Training

M 6.1

VM Training [ITFG]
Findings:
The IT Focus Group revealed that City IT staff are responsible for supporting VMware
and their VMware training is not up to date. This results in a lack of knowledge in
some aspects of VMware, IT and the City is not able to adapt to modern technology.
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Recommendations:
• Provide VMware support training to Infrastructure Supervisor, System Specialist,
and Systems Support Analyst on an ongoing basis
Benefits:
• Enhanced efficiency, security, and safety
M 6.2

Cloud Technology [ITFG]
Findings:
The IT Focus Group revealed that there is no current training or planning for the use
of cloud technologies. Secondary storage for backup is beyond end of life and the City
needs to find a solution to purchase more storage or move to the Cloud. The IT
organization does not have a plan, or the training, on how this will be approached. This
results in the following:
• The City is moving into the cloud in an ad hoc basis, because there is no plan
• Whoever does the first cloud project, sets the standard for IT, but IT does not know
if that is the best way to do it
• End up with separate projects but are not part of an overall cloud strategy
Recommendations:
• Allow IT staff to regularly attend technology summits/conferences
infrastructure, communications, hardware, etc.
• Provide IT staff training on cloud technologies and solutions

on

Benefits:
• The City’s IT team would have the knowledge, skills, and abilities to implement
and fully leverage IT cloud technologies
• IT could develop plans for leveraging cloud technologies
M 6.3

End User Use & Abuse/Cyber [ITFG]
• The City does not have formal training requirements that staff take on IT systems
• Do not currently have an HR buy on these types of training
• The City used to have training coordinators
The foregoing results in the following:
• The City has experienced financial loss due to a lack of end-user awareness
Solutions:
• Provide more user awareness training on Information Technology on use and
abuse of systems
• All staff using the City network should have mandatory cyber security training
• Provide a broader training platform for Office Automation
• Adopt a training curriculum, and provide it on an ongoing basis (similar to
Harassment training)
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IT training should be part of onboarding

Benefits:
• City staff will be aware of potential attacks and know how to mitigate them
• Staff would be more knowledgeable and productive on City applications
M 6.4

Project Management Training & Best Practices [ITFG, RW 8]
The lack of Project Management standards and best practices was raised in a number
of project tasks, namely the IT Focus Groups and Rapid Workflow® workshops.
Findings:
IT Focus Groups
The IT Focus Group reveal that the IT Department is not using a project management
best practice, and some staff use a homegrown project management method called
Q2PM, which results in the following:
• There is a lack of project planning, requirements, monitoring and managing best
practice
• IT does not use industry-standard principles, practices and terminology that is used
by computer vendors or IT consultants
• The current method may not offer the comprehensive project management
framework and lessons learned over decades by existing best practices
Online Staff Survey
The Online Staff Survey revealed the following:
• Project Delivery and Project Management were rated the lowest out of thirteen
types of services IS provides
• Staff comments related to project management included:
 “I do the heavy lifting. PM seems to fade from the scene quickly.”
Recommendations:
•

•

•

Provide formal Project Management training based on the Project Management
Institute’s PMBOK (Project Management Body of Knowledge) methodology,
including the Project Life Cycle, Project Management Processes, Project
Management Responsibilities
Training should include project management essentials, not necessarily PMI PMP
training: e.g., project planning, requirements definition, scope of work definition,
building a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), Scope of Work definition, estimating,
resource allocation, scheduling, project monitoring and closeout
Provide training to all IT staff and any City staff acting as project managers
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Benefits:
• Consistency in how projects are executed for the Business
• Increased project delivery on/ahead of schedule and on/or under budget
• Help to manage and minimize project risks
• Ability to better meet customer expectations
• Reduced costs from efficiencies
• Cost savings by not starting projects that cannot be completed
• Improved ability to gauge project status: scope, schedule, and cost
• More effective communication
• More efficient use of staff resources
• Improved IT customer services
• Increased likelihood of successful implementation and IT Return on Investment
M7

Change Management

Change Management is the process, tools and techniques used to manage the
people-side of changed business processes and new technologies to achieve the
required outcomes. Change Management ensures effective change with staff and the
wider organization.
Findings:
• IT Manager: The City has change management for production systems, with
meetings chaired by the Business Solution Supervisor every Tuesday
• Online Staff Surveys, with regards to change management for new systems:
 When asked to rate the services provided by the IT organization, City staff
rated “Managing change caused by new technology” as one of the lowest,
40.79% Good and 31.58% Poor
 Representative staff comments in the survey provided the following insights
when asked what areas IT could improve:
o “I know we are seeing changes and they take time. Trying to make these
go smoothly while in an emergency doesn't make it any easier. We can
throw a lot of new technology and software at folks, but if we don't show
them and train them and reinforce the use, it won't be successful.”
o “Sufficient, meaningful training when implementing new software. Training
before the product is rolled out and/or fully functional is meaningless. I
would like to see a series of training opportunities when new software is
integrated. One training on how to use it, then another training opportunity
after you've been using it for a few weeks to get more in-depth, and then a
tips/trouble shooting class after the software has been in use for a few
months”
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Recommendations:
•

•

Adopt and implement Change Management Best Practices as ITSP initiatives are
implemented. There are a number of Change Management models which can be
considered. The one on the following page, Figure M 3.1: Proposed IT Change
Management Model, is a common one which incorporates the key components of
an effective Change Management program.
Implement a formal Change Management Process, with the following activities:


Sponsor Roadmap: Identify the sponsor structure, stakeholder roles and
responsibilities.



Communication Plan: Establish and execute a communication plan to
support ITSP initiatives; possible components could include (but not be limited
to) the following:
o Publish an ITSP Newsletter posted on the City’s Intranet, highlighting
current and planned IT initiatives, highlighting how suggestions made by
staff in the ITSP Project are being carried out. Celebrate End User and IT
successes
o Publish an ITSP Newsletter posted on the City’s Website, notify the public
of planned and ongoing initiatives that will improve customer service.
Celebrate E-Government success stories
o Establish End User Groups of newly deployed technologies
o Encourage and recognize the participation of “Super Users” (staff who
become highly proficient in the use of new technologies)
o Establish City, Community, Business, Regional Government forums to
discuss ongoing and planned ITSP initiatives



Training Plan: Implement the training recommendations in the ITSP,
formalizing an ongoing IT training program for City staff. Develop a curriculum
of classes, prerequisites, and course descriptions.



Resistance Management Plan: Provide feedback mechanisms for staff and
management, such as:
o Suggestion Box or User Tips on the City’s Intranet
o End User Groups (Quality Circles) for different technologies and/or
disciplines
o Implement the recommendations to adopt Business Process Improvement
techniques where end users can work with an IT Business Analyst to
identify new requirements and/or shortcomings and feedback loops on
newly deployed technologies
o Carryout a Post Implementation Evaluation of the ITSP on a yearly basis
o Utilize performance measurement techniques to gauge the progress of the
ITSP implementation
o Make necessary adjustments to planned initiatives based on changing
business and/or service delivery requirements
o Make necessary changes to planned initiatives based on changes or
innovations in technology that significantly affect the return on investment
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Figure M 7.1: Proposed IT Change Management Model

Benefits:
Change management will allow the City to achieve the following:
• Implement a formal process for facilitating the most efficient implementation of the
ITSP initiatives, via clear executive sponsorship and leadership
• Foster enterprise communication and coordination
• Provide a mechanism to identify and address staff objections and resistance early,
allowing the City to take steps to mitigate concerns and reduce risk before they
become significant issues
• Provide the highest likelihood of success with systems implementations
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Section 5
Benefits

5.1

IT Strategic Plan Roadmap Benefits

The ITSP project identified substantial potential
benefits that could be realized by implementing the
strategy. Qualitative and quantitative benefits were
identified in the Rapid Workflow® workshops.
This information was leveraged to prioritize ITSP
initiatives. A total of two hundred and sixty (260)
potential benefits were identified in thirteen (13)
business process workshops, an average of twenty
(20) benefits opportunities per mission-critical business
process assessed in the project.
The figure on the following page, Figure 5.1.1: ITSP Potential Benefits lists forty potential benefits
that will be derived by approving and funding the ITSP. (The number in the column shown as “#”
indicates the number of times these benefits were identified in all of the Rapid Workflow®
workshops.)
The figure below illustrates the level of magnitude of the potential benefits the ITSP initiatives offer
the City and its constituents, a total of 260 (two-hundred and sixty) operational and service
delivery benefits across the City.
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Figure 5.1.1: ITSP Potential Benefits
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Benefits Types
Staff time savings
Improved efficiencies
Cost savings
Enhanced customer service
Business process improvement
Reduced errors
Improved accountability
Increased use/confidence on ECMS
More efficient virtual meetings
Easier to find documents
Improves image of the City
Improved legal & regulatory compliance
Up to date record retention schedule
Better ability to respond to issues quickly
Interoperability with other public agencies
Eliminate the use of paper
Staff will be able to do high value work
Cleaner data
Reduce contacting Clerk for assistance
Increased performance metrics/outcomes
Allow meeting mandates
Could leverage investment in systems
Confidence in the spatial data
Better prioritize resources
Provide better information to residents
Reduce calls to vendor
Reduce staff turn over
Consistent workload reports
Improved clarity & transparency
Improved business controls
Maintain continuity of operations
Increase revenue for the City
Meet CJIS requirements
Streamline use of GIS
Reduction in calls to IT Dept.
Safety and security of connectivity
Better for economic business community
Better access to all contracts
Better reliability
Better working relationships

#
41
41
19
18
11
11
7
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Note:
The “#” column indicates
the total number of times
each benefit was identified
in all of the Rapid Workflow®
workshops.
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Section 6
Appendix

6.1

Glossary of Terms
Term

Definition

1.

Access Control

The term “access control” denotes a technique used to define or
restrict the rights of individuals or application programs to obtain data
from, or place data onto, a storage device.

2.

Administrator

A role responsible for the day-to-day operation of the corporate
records management policy. The tasks attributed to Administrators
may be divided between several roles, with titles such as Records
Manager, Records Officer, Archivist, etc.

3.

As-Is Business Process
Map

Graphical business process model used to depict the existing
condition of a business process. Used for the analysis of current
business process steps and activities. Typically produced with input
from business subject matter experts and business process owners.

4.

Automated Workflow

The tasks, procedural steps, organizations, or people, required input
and output information, and tools needed for each step in a business
process. A workflow approach to analyzing and managing a business
process can be combined with an object-oriented programming
approach, which tends to focus on documents, data, and databases.
This is commonly referred to as ‘Automated Workflow.”

5.

Backbone

Another term for bus, the main wire that connects nodes. The term
is often used to describe the main network connections composing
the Internet

6.

Bulk Load

An automatic data import of scanned documents utilizing the
indexing schema attributes for subsequent search and retrieval of
electronic documents/records stored in an ECMS.
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Term

Definition

7.

Business Intelligence
(BI)

Often described as "the set of techniques and tools for the
transformation of raw data into meaningful and useful information for
business analysis purposes. BI technologies are capable of handling
large amounts of unstructured data to help identify, develop, and
create new strategic business opportunities. BI allows for the easy
interpretation of large volumes of data. Identifying new opportunities
and implementing an effective strategy based on insights, providing
businesses with a competitive market advantage. BI technologies
provide historical, current, and predictive views of business
operations. Common functions of business intelligence technologies
are reporting, online analytical processing, analytics, data mining,
process mining, complex event processing, business performance
management, benchmarking, text mining, predictive analytics and
prescriptive analytics.

8.

Business Process
Improvement (BPI)

Business process improvement (BPI) is a systematic approach to
help an organization optimize its underlying processes to achieve
more efficient results. The methodology was first documented in H.
James Harrington's 1991 book Business Process Improvement.

9.

CCTV

Closed-circuit television (CCTV), also known as video surveillance,
is the use of video cameras to transmit a signal to a specific place,
on a limited set of monitors.

10.

Change Management

An approach to transitioning individuals, teams, and organizations to
a desired future state. It focuses on how people and teams are
affected by an organizational transition. It deals with many different
disciplines, from behavioral and social sciences to information
technology and business solutions. In a project management
context, change management may refer to the change control
process wherein changes to the scope of a project are formally
introduced and approved.

11.

Customer Relationship
Management Software

Customer Relationship Management, CRM, entails all aspects of
interaction a company has with its customer, whether it be sales or
service related.

12.

Departmental Software

Software providing functionality specific to a department in an
organization, features and functions not required by any other
department. In government, an example might be a Library
Information System or Police Department 911 system, both systems
which no other departments require. Departmental application
software solves department-specific problems and may integrate
with enterprise systems.

13.

DOD 5015.2

Design Criteria Standard for Electronic Records Management
Applications, DOD 5015.2-STD: A DOD and NARA approved set of
requirements for Electronic Records Management applications.
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Term

Definition

14.

E-Commerce

E-commerce is business that is conducted over the Internet using
any of the applications that rely on the Internet, including interactive
and transactional functions, e.g., online payments, registration, and
application submittals.

15.

E-Government

A generic term that refers to any government functions or processes
that are carried out in digital form over the Internet. Local, state, and
federal governments essentially set up central Web sites from which
the public (both private citizens and businesses) can find public
information, download government forms, and contact government
representatives.

16.

Electronic Document
Management System
(EDMS)

Functionality to support the computerized management of electronic
and paper-based documents. Associated components include a
system to convert paper documents to electronic form, a mechanism
to capture documents from authoring tools, a database to organize
the storage of documents, and a search mechanism to locate the
documents.

17.

Enterprise Architecture
(EA)

A discipline for proactively and holistically leading enterprise
responses to disruptive forces by identifying and analyzing the
execution of change toward desired business vision and outcomes.
EA delivers value by presenting business and IT leaders with
signature-ready recommendations for adjusting policies and projects
to achieve target business outcomes that capitalize on relevant
business disruptions.

18.

Enterprise-wide

Deployment or use of a single software application throughout all
departments, divisions, or components of the organization.

19.

Enterprise Content
Management System
(ECMS)

An automated system with the functionality to capture, manipulate,
retrieve, and publish the entire inventory of digital assets (e.g., web
pages, office documents, databases, scanned images, digital
photos, digital video, digital recordings, e-mail) created by an
organization.

20.

Electronic Record

The information recorded in a form that requires a computer or other
machine to process it and that satisfies the legal definition of a record
according to section 3301 of Title 44 of United States Code (USC).

21.

Electronic Records
Management System
(ERMS)

A collection of hardware, software, staff, policies, and procedures
that work in concert to enable an agency to effectively manage
records electronically. A software product that identifies, classifies,
and disposes of records according to specified records disposition
policies.

22.

Enterprise Resource
Planning System (ERP)

Business management software that allows an organization to use a
system of integrated applications to manage the business: e.g.,
Finance, Human Resources, Asset Management, Customer
Relationship Management, Project Management, Business
intelligence, to name a few.
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Term

Definition

23.

Enterprise Software

Enterprise applications (e.g., CRM, ERP, BI) assist an organization
in solving enterprise/City-wide problems. They integrate with other
enterprise systems.

24.

E-Services

The concept of e-service (short for electronic service) represents one
prominent application of utilizing the use of information and
communication technologies (ICTs) in different areas.
'E-Service constitutes the online services available on the Internet,
whereby a valid transaction of buying and selling (procurement) is
possible, as opposed to the traditional websites, whereby only
descriptive information is available, and no online transaction is
made possible.'

25.

Ethernet

A local-area network (LAN) architecture that uses a bus or star
topology and supports data transfer rates of 10 Mbps.

26.

Fiber Optics

A high-bandwidth transmission technology that uses light to carry
digital information. One fiber telephone cable carries hundreds of
thousands of voice circuits. These cables, or light guides, replace
conventional coaxial cables and wire pairs. Fiber transmission
facilities occupy far less physical volume for an equivalent
transmission capacity, which is a major advantage in crowded ducts.
Optical fiber is also immune to electrical interference.

27.

File Plan

A document containing the identifying number, title, description, and
disposition authority of files held or used in an office.

28.

E-Forms

Program development tools that build applications by designing
electronic forms for data entry, update, or processing. Electronic
forms are generally designed with visual programming tools that
allow fields, buttons, and logos to be drawn directly on screen.

29.

E-Signatures

An electronic sound, symbol, or process attached to or associated
with a contract or other record and used as the legal equivalent of a
written signature.

30.

Geographic Information
System (GIS)

GIS is a collection of computer hardware, software, and geographic
data for capturing, managing, analyzing, and displaying every form
of geographically referenced information, often called spatial data.

31.

Image Capture
(scanning)

A process whereby documents are scanned into a system and stored
electronically. Imaging is the digital capture, storage, manipulation,
and delivery of copies of digitized originals, which may be texts,
manuscripts, pictures, or other information types.

32.

Infrastructure

An enterprise's entire collection of hardware, software, networks,
data centers and facilities used to develop, test, operate, monitor
and/or support information technology services.

33.

Interoperability

The ability of software and hardware on different machines from
different vendors to share data.
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Term

Definition

34.

Internet Service Provider
(ISP)

Refers to a company that provides Internet services, including
personal and business access to the Internet.

35.

IT Governance

The processes that ensure the effective and efficient use of IT in
enabling an organization to achieve its goals. IT demand governance
(what IT should work on) is the process by which organizations
ensure the effective evaluation, selection, prioritization, and funding
of competing IT investments; oversee their implementation; and
extract measurable business benefits. ITG is a business investment
decision-making and oversight process, and it is a business
management responsibility. IT supply-side governance (how IT
should do what it does) is concerned with ensuring that the IT
organization operates in an effective, efficient, and compliant
fashion, and it is primarily a CIO responsibility.

36.

ITS

Short for Federal Intelligent Transportation Systems, it is a broad
range of wireless and wired communications-based information and
electronics technologies that are integrated into the transportation
system and in vehicles themselves. ITS is made up of 16 types of
technology-based systems.

37.

Life Cycle

The records life cycle is the life span of a record from its creation or
receipt to its final disposition. It is usually described in three stages:
creation, maintenance and use, and final disposition.

38.

Metadata

In the context of records management, meta-data is the structured
or semi-structured information which enables the creation,
management and use of records through time and within and across
domains in which they are created.

39.

Open Data

The idea that some data should be freely available to everyone to
use and republish as they wish, without restrictions from copyright,
patents or other mechanisms of control. The goals of the open data
movement are similar to those of other "Open" movements such as
open source, open hardware, open content, and open access. The
term "open data" is recent, gaining popularity with the rise of the
Internet and World Wide Web and, especially, with the launch of
open-data government initiatives such as Data.gov and Data.gov.uk.

40.

Optical Character
Recognition (OCR)

The recognition of printed or written text characters by a computer.
This involves analysis of the scanned-in image and then translation
of the character image into character codes, such as American
Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII). OCR is applied
to image (raster) files to create text-searchable files.

41.

PBX System

A private branch exchange (PBX) phone system that's delivered as
a hosted service, typically by one of the major telephone companies.
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Term

Definition

42.

Portable Document
Format (PDF)

This format is proprietary to Adobe Inc. and is widely used as a defacto data exchange method.

43.

ThirdWave Rapid
Workflow Process
Modeling®

US Patent 8615423 B1: A method of rapid workflow process
modeling, which is established according to a triangulation principle.
The method integrates issues of management, operation and
technology including information technology that are three
fundamentals of a triangulation principle to characterize challenges
and opportunities for process improvement of any organization
including military units, governmental agencies, and public and
private business sectors. Specifically, the method is comprised of
seven steps such as the As-Is process mapping, problem
statements, impact statements, solution statements, benefit
statements, To-Be process mapping and cost benefit analysis for
generating a quantitative projection of the business cost reduction.
Application of the method is able to comprehensively and effectively
address challenges and opportunities for all aspects of the
organizational process improvement.

44.

Record

The information, regardless of medium, that details business
transactions. Records include all books, papers, maps, photographs,
machine-readable materials, and other documentary materials,
regardless of physical form or characteristics. Records are made or
received by an Agency under Federal law or in connection with the
transaction of public business.
Records are preserved or
appropriate for preservation by that Agency or its legitimate
successor as evidence of the organization, functions, policies,
decisions, procedures, operations, or other activities of the
Government, or because of the value of data in the record.

45.

Records Manager

Individuals who
administration.

46.

Retention Period

The length of time that a record must be kept before it can be
destroyed. Records not authorized for destruction are designated for
permanent retention. Retention periods for temporary records may
be expressed in two ways:
• A fixed period from the time records in the series or system is
created. Normally, a fixed period that follows their regular cutoff
dates. For example, the phrase “destroy after 2 years” provides
continuing authority to destroy records in a given series 2 years after
their creation (normally 2 years after their regular cutoff date).
• A fixed period after a predictable event. Normally, a fixed period
following the systematic cutoff applied after completion of an event.
The wording in this case depends on the kind of action involved.

are

responsible

for

records

management
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Term

Definition

47.

Retention Schedule

A plan for the management of records listing types of records and
how long they should be retained by the organization for business
purposes; the purpose is to provide continuing authority to dispose
of, transfer, or archive records.

48.

SAN

A Storage Area Network (SAN) is a network that provides access to
consolidated, block-level data storage. SANs are primarily used to
enhance storage devices, such as disk arrays, tape libraries, and
optical jukeboxes, accessible to servers so that the devices appear
to the operating system as locally attached devices.

49.

Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA)

An architectural pattern in computer software design in which
application components provide services to other components via a
communications protocol, typically over a network. The principles of
service-orientation are independent of any vendor, product or
technology, Services can be combined to provide the functionality of
a large software application.[3] SOA makes it easier for software
components on computers connected over a network to cooperate.
Every computer can run any number of services, and each service
is built in a way that ensures that the service can exchange
information with any other service in the network without human
interaction and without the need to make changes to the underlying
program itself.

50.

Taxonomy

The study of the general principles of scientific classification:
systematics; classification; especially orderly classification of plants
and animals according to their presumed natural relationships.
Taxonomy is a high-level, hierarchical classification for documents
and records that facilitates the management (storage, access,
retrieval, revision, archiving, and disposition) of recorded information
throughout its life cycle. A taxonomy is a living document that
changes as the work within the company changes. It is never final
because organizations constantly change their content types,
processes, and organizational structures.

51.

ThirdWave Strategic
Planning Triangulation©
Methodology

ThirdWave’s Strategic Planning Triangulation methodology is a
powerful technique that facilitates validation of data through cross
verification from two or more sources. This is accomplished by the
collection and synthesis of data from three: Management
perspective (Organizational, policy and finance), Operational
perspective (business process and practices), and Information
Technology perspective (enterprise-wide systems). In particular, it
refers to the application and combination of several research
methods in the study of the same phenomenon to produce
comprehensive and thorough strategies based on a compelling
business case.
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Term

Definition

52.

To-Be Business Process Graphical business process model used to depict the future state (ToMap
Be) condition of a business process. Used for the design of
reengineered business process steps and activities. Typically
produced with input from business subject matter experts/business
process owners.

53.

Waterfall Methodology

The waterfall model is a sequential design process, used in software
development processes, in which progress is seen as flowing
steadily downwards (like a waterfall) through the phases of
conception, initiation, analysis, design, construction, testing,
production/implementation and maintenance.

54.

Web Browser

Web browser is a software application used to locate, retrieve, and
display content on the World Wide Web, including Web pages,
images, and video.

55.

Wi-Fi

Wireless-Fidelity certification mark issued by the Wi-Fi Alliance to
certify that a product conforms to the 802.11b, g and a standard for
WLANs.

56.

XO ISP Bandwidth

Bandwidth Shaping. The process of manipulating, managing, or
controlling (shaping) portions of a network connection to the outside
world and determining an allowed bandwidth consumption based on
types of activities. The term is commonly used in conjunction with
Internet Service Providers (ISP), where it refers to a tool that is used
to limit or direct bandwidth consumption by users.
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Section 1
Introduction

1.1

Introduction to the ITSP Implementation Roadmap

This document provides the City a five-year IT Strategic
Plan (ITSP Roadmap), including the prioritized phased and
implementation of Information Technology initiatives. The
ITSP addresses the acquisition and implementation of
strategic business technologies, in addition to addressing
the sustainability of the ITSP Roadmap with IT human
resources.
Volume 1 of the ITSP document articulates "what" should
be undertaken. This document is a management tool that
defines "when" ITSP Roadmap initiatives might be carried
out and at what investment.
As with any planning document, the ITSP Roadmap should be revisited and refreshed on a yearly
basis. Updates should consider changing circumstances in a variety of areas: e.g., City
organization, community demographics, emerging Information Technologies, and fluctuations in
the state of the economy.
The following pages lay out a pragmatic ITSP Roadmap that will ensure the successful
deployment of initiatives, reflects sound investments in technologies and addresses the following:
•
•
•

The criteria used to prioritize ITSP Roadmap Initiatives;
Implementation Roadmap over a 5-year timeline; and,
Resources required to sustain the ITSP implementation.
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ITSP Vision, Mission, and Values

The following outlines the City's ITSP Roadmap vision,
mission, and values:
Vision
Provide a comprehensive roadmap fostering the use of
proven state-of-the-practice Information Technologies in the
most strategic, innovative, cost-effective, and efficient
manner possible to support internal City operations,
extraordinary customer service delivery, civic participation,
and community wellbeing.
Mission
Ensure IT investments and strategic business technologies are customer-focused, sound, and
deliver the highest possible value to the City and its constituents.
Implementation Values
ITSP initiatives are guided by three values integral to everything the IT organization does:
Excellence:

Lead with a clear vision, communicate, form partnerships, and take full
ownership and responsibility in fulfilling our mission. Our information
technology work is relevant, timely, and delivered with superior customer
service that reflects our commitment to collaboration and the highest standards
of quality.

Transparency:

Uphold a standard of transparency, accountability, and reliability. We
conscientiously run our IT operations to promote a City workforce that is worthy
of the public trust.

Innovation:

Constantly seek new ways to accomplish our work through efficiencies and
collaboration to generate extraordinary transformative results. We are
dedicated to delivering creative, innovative and forward‐looking technology
solutions.
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ITSP Roadmap Framework

The ITSP Roadmap will foster a transformative framework for how the City leverages its
Information Technologies, embracing Information Technology as a strategic enabler, embedding
it as a critical and fundamental component in all the City does. The City will continue to ensure
the application of Information Technologies stays aligned with, and supportive of, efficient and
responsive delivery of services to all City's customers – commuters, businesses, and visitors.
By aligning Information Technology in support of the City's business and service delivery
processes, the City will become a more agile organization that is better able to support the City's
business model and beachside community. Moreover, the ITSP Roadmap will allow the City to
leverage emerging and evolving technologies. Through investment in IT, the City will develop and
implement innovative and cost-effective approaches for improving the quality and delivery of
needed services.

1.4

ITSP Roadmap Objectives

The objectives of the ITSP Roadmap are to:
•

Develop high performance and reliable Citywide IT infrastructure to support the dynamic
requirements of the City;

•

Align the City's IT initiatives with the City's strategic plans while ensuring the City's
responsibilities and priorities are recognized and taken into account;

•

Invest in IT systems based on a rational and impartial assessment of both quantitative and
qualitative benefits and a realistic assessment of project costs, benefits, and risks;

•

Reduce the cost of operations and service delivery while improving the quality of services
delivered to customers through responsible IT investment; and,

•

Deliver IT services internally to the City and externally to the City residents in a cost-effective
manner.

1.5

ITSP Roadmap Guiding Principles

ThirdWave recommends the City adopt a new set of guiding
principles related to the implementation of Information
Technologies. Many of the following have not historically
been in place due to the City's size and limited number of IT
staff resources.
ThirdWave recommends the following principles be adopted
for implementing the ITSP Roadmap:
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1.

Leadership

Embrace technology as a strategic enabler and utilize IT to improve
the way all City staff perform their jobs and deliver services to
residents and businesses.

2.

Communications

Foster effective communications between the City and the public to
keep all parties, e.g., residents, business, and visitors, informed on
the progress of ITSP initiatives. The City will keep the public
informed on the use of technology in the City via its website and
other means.

3.

IT Governance

Adopt a formal management process to ensure that IT initiatives
across all City Divisions are properly vetted by the IT organization
for consistency with the ITSP Roadmap, IT industry best practices,
emerging trends, are fiscally sound, and are effective in improving
operating efficiencies and customer service prior to proceeding with
them.

4.

Enterprise Approach

Encourage an enterprise approach when procuring, implementing,
and managing the City's Information Technologies. The City will
utilize state-of-the-practice technology, ensuring investments are
effectively leveraged across Divisions, business units, and
customers while employing economies of scale wherever possible.
Information Technologies will foster cost containment and/or the
highest return on investments possible.

5.

Accountability

Create an environment that encourages accountability through
service level agreements, performance measures/metrics, and
individual responsibility, including the City IT staff and contracted
service providers.

6.

Proven Technology

Implement contemporary but proven technologies that maximize
future options by emphasizing open standards. Applications should
use Commercial Off-the-Shelf software wherever possible and
should be web-based, wireless-ready, employing a Service
Oriented Architecture, and GIS compatible, where appropriate and
applicable.

7.

Efficiencies

Decisions regarding funding for future technology initiatives should
be based on a Business Process Improvement assessment using
a formal and standard Continuous Improvement methodology. The
resulting data will be used to produce a comprehensive business
case that takes both tangible and intangible costs and benefits of
the project into account.
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8.

Strategic Investments IT assets, systems, skills, and support operations will be viewed as
strategic investments that are critical in attaining internal City-wide
business operational effectiveness and external service delivery
objectives.

9.

Partnerships

The City will maintain partnerships with outside Information
Technology firms, consultants, and regional government
organizations to undertake collaborative efforts in the provision of
information and services and obtain expert advice and knowledge
of IT trends.

10. Accessibility

Implement Information Technology that provides all internal and
external customers easy and timely access to online information
and services. The City will strive to make data available for the
benefit of the public, subject only to the need to protect the privacy
of individuals.
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Section 2
ITSP Initiatives

2.1

Technology Initiatives

The IT Strategic Plan Volume I identified management,
business process, and technology solutions for enhancing
the City's organization and service delivery environment
over the next five years.
The initial list of potential ITSP Roadmap initiatives was
consolidated, reduced, and prioritized in this document,
bringing the final number to thirty-one (31) technology
initiatives. The final list offers a list of actionable
recommendations related to five Information Technology
categories: infrastructure, hardware, departmental software,
enterprise software, IT operations, and management
policies and practices.
Some solutions in the Volume 1 document, not contained in this document, include operational
and/or policy recommendations related to the use, operation, and management of the City's IT
portfolio. These are activities the IT organization is chartered to provide on an ongoing basis.
IT solutions identified in the requirements definition phase of the project were vetted to produce
the final list used in the prioritization process. Information Technology initiatives are described in
some detail in Volume 1: ITSP Findings and Recommendations document, March 31, 2021, which
will act as a reference document over the five-year duration of the ITSP Roadmap.
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Prioritization Criteria & Process

The ITSP Roadmap initiatives were processed through a
prioritization model that includes a range of performance
parameters aligned with common municipal business objectives
and tangible internal/public benefits. The criteria were used by
the City/ThirdWave Project Team to identify a preliminary
sorting of initiatives. A final prioritization was carried out taking
into account technology prerequisites, related applications,
optimum sequencing of IT initiatives, and investment balancing.
The figure below describes the criteria employed to prioritize ITSP Roadmap initiatives, using a
weighted rating system as described below.
Figure 2.2.1: ITSP Implementation Roadmap Initiative Prioritization Criteria
Business Case Benefit Rating
5
3
1

High:

Provides significant benefits to internal operating efficiencies and extraordinary
customer service.
Medium: Provides some benefits to internal operating efficiencies and very good customer
service.
Low:
Provides limited benefits to internal operating efficiency and good customer
service.

Prioritization Application of Criteria
1.

Internal or External ITSP Requirements
• The number of times an initiative was identified in the requirements definition phase of
the project, including the Rapid Workflow® workshops, Management Interviews, Online
Staff Survey, and/or IT Focus Groups;
• Provides the architecture and infrastructure required to implement other key projects;
• Facilitates collaboration; and/or,
• Provides an enterprise solution, highly leverageable, benefiting the City as a whole.

2.

Improved Staff Productivity
• Staff time savings;
• Fosters internal operating efficiencies;
• Improves organizational practices, aligning them with enterprise/departmental goals;
and/or,
• Enhances the ability to share data.

3.

Remote Access
• Provides ability for telecommuting in the event of a natural or manmade disaster,
improving resilience;
• Ability to continue uninterrupted service delivery; and,
ITSP Implementation Roadmap
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Fosters a digital workplace.

•

4.

Improved Customer Services
• Significantly improves customer service;
• Provides online 24x7 convenience; and/or,
• Provides Web-enabled services for faster/easier service to the public.

5.

Cost Savings
• Provides the potential for hard dollar savings;
• Potential deferred expenses; and/or,
• Provides cost avoidance opportunities.

6.

Revenue Generation
• Provides the potential of increased revenues in a variety of instances where the City
collects fees for services.

Figure 2.2.2 below provides a list of the final technology initiatives identified in the prioritization
process, grouped into yearly phases for management consideration and budgeting. Some of the
initiatives listed below were broken out into phased deployments; therefore, the number of
initiatives shown below and the actual number of initiatives in the implementation may differ.
Figure 2.2.2: Prioritized ITSP Implementation Roadmap Technology Initiatives
Legend:

Type of Initiative
M
Management Initiatives
OPS
IT Operations
INF
Infrastructure Systems
HW
Hardware
DSW
Departmental Software
ESW
Enterprise Software

Responsible Party:
City IT Staff:
Policies, practices, system deployments
Consultant:
Assessments, Planning, Training
Vendor:
Systems Implementations / Integration

YEAR 1

Initiative

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12
13.

ERP System ...................................................................................... Ongoing
311 / Customer Relationship Management ..................................... Vendor
Personal Computers Device Reevaluation ....................................... City IT Staff
Personal Laptop Device Reevaluation .............................................. City IT Staff
Wi-Fi Upgrade (in progress).............................................................. City IT Staff
Enterprise Content Management Roadmap ..................................... Consultant
Business License Application ........................................................... Vendor
Geographic Information System Strategic Plan ................................ Consultant
Cashiering Application ...................................................................... Vendor
IT Organization at Department Level ................................................ City IT Staff
IT Staffing .......................................................................................... City IT Staff
IT Governance .................................................................................. City IT Staff
IT Service Level Agreements (SLA) ................................................. City IT Staff

ESW 1
HW 2.1
HW 2.2
INF 1
ESW 2
DSW 3
ESW 3
ESW 4
M2
M6
M3
M1

Responsible
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YEAR 2

Initiative

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Capital Improvement Program Application .............................................. Vendor
Adopt IT Industry Best Practices ............................................................. City IT Staff
Upgrade to Windows 10 ......................................................................... City IT Staff
MDM (Mobile Device Management) ........................................................ City IT Staff
IT Staffing ................................................................................................ City IT Staff
Upgrade Police/City-Wide Radio System ................................................ Vendor

ESW 6
OPS 5
OPS 2
OPS 3
M6
HW 1

Responsible

YEAR 3

Initiative

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Legal Document Management System ................................................... Vendor
ActiveNet and Agresso Integration .......................................................... Vendor
Leave of Absence Application ................................................................. Vendor
IT Purchasing Policy ................................................................................ City IT Staff
IT Staffing ............................................................................................... City IT Staff

DSW 1
INF 2
ESW 5
M5
M6

Responsible

YEAR 4

Initiative

1.
2.
3.

Learning Management System .............................................................. Vendor
Enquesta, EnerGov, and PSI, Cashiering ............................................... Vendor
Deploy Printers via AD ............................................................................ City IT Staff

DSW 4
INF 1
OPS 4

Responsible

YEAR 5

Initiative

1.
2.
3.

Adopt Printer Management ..................................................................... City IT Staff
Replace / Upgrade Phone System ......................................................... Vendor
Replace Network Switches Consultant ................................................... City IT Staff

OPS 5.6
INF 3
INF 2

Responsible

A description of each strategic initiative listed above is provided in Volume 1: ITSP Findings &
Recommendations document.
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Section 3
Budget Estimate

3.1

Budget Overview

The budget estimate reflects a comprehensive
analysis, drawing on specific data collected in the
course of the ITSP Implementation Plan project. It
provides a management planning budgeting tool.
While every effort has been made to project the
approximate cost of the proposed ITSP initiatives (i.e.,
gross order of magnitude estimates), the City should
be aware that technology hardware and software
vendor prices vary widely, both in pricing models,
product suites, bundling and maintenance options.
Moreover, the cost of implementation vendors/systems integrators can vary even more than
system vendors, depending on the geographic location, size of the firm, overhead costs, business
model, and even the state of the economy.
The following pages provide high-level budget estimates, or investment requirements, for a
phased 5-year implementation of the City's ITSP Implementation Plan.
It should be noted that the budget estimate represents the gross level of effort estimates using
the most currently available data; it does not represent a price quote. Furthermore, the budget
estimates do not include detailed and/or total training costs, data conversion costs, systems
integration, and other system-related costs. These costs can only be developed after a detailed
specification and scope of work have been articulated.
ITSP Implementation Roadmap
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High-level budget estimates have been determined by:
•
•
•
•

Applying industry best practice estimating for the implementation of Information Systems;
Past experience carrying similar IT initiatives;
Data provided by the City, based on staff research; or
Data researched by ThirdWave.

All proposed solutions identified in the ITSP Roadmap should be thoroughly reviewed and go
through formal planning and development of project requirements, specifications and preliminary
work breakdown structures, resource allocation planning and development of MS Project
Schedules prior to the issuance of solicitation documents or internal implementation by the City's
IT organization.

3.2

ITSP Initiative Investment

ThirdWave recommends that Information Technology
assume a level of strategic importance in the City and
that an IT Innovation Fund be established (if one does
not already exist) to successfully execute and sustain
the implementation of the ITSP Roadmap.
The figures on the following pages provide high-level
investment requirements for a phased multiple-year
implementation of the City's ITSP Roadmap.
A "0" cost indicates work carried out by City staff or no net maintenance and support costs are
required, typically because the ITSP initiatives do not involve software purchases or related
maintenance costs.
ITSP Initiative Types
M
O
INF
HW
DSW
ESW

Management: initiatives related to the adoption of policies and practices, staff resources,
or investments in training
Operational: initiatives related to the ongoing duties of the IT organization
Infrastructure: initiatives related to networks, communications, or associated
components
Hardware: initiatives related to servers, personal computers, laptops, tablets, mobile
devices, and peripheral
Software – Departmental: application software proving functionality need by a
department or more
Software – Enterprise: application software proving functionality need by all City
departments, typically related to Enterprise Resources Planning solutions

ITSP Implementation Roadmap
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Figure 3.2.1: ITSP Implementation Roadmap 5-Year Estimated Investment
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Budget Footnotes

The footnotes below provide a synopsis of assumptions for each of the ITSP initiatives listed over
the 5-year timeline. The foregoing assumes all project deployments will be preceded by the
development of formal functional and technical requirements, development of a comprehensive
Request for Proposal document where appropriate and will utilize competitive solicitation
processes to contain costs where the initiative will be carried out by a third party.
YEAR 1
1

ESW 0

ERP System: This is not an ITSP initiative. It is already underway. It is shown here
because it will be a major project for the IT organization to carry out.

2

ESW 1

311 / Customer Relationship Management: This cost reflects an initiative that will entail
software, systems, and professional implementation services provided by a Systems
Integrator, in addition to ongoing software maintenance costs. This initiative will require
the participation of City subject matter experts.

3

HW 2.1

PCs Reevaluation/Deployment: This cost reflects an initiative that will entail an
assessment and testing of PC issues. This work will be carried out by City IT staff;
therefore, there is no cost associated with it; 150 PCs will be deployed.

4

HW 2.2

Laptop Deployment: This cost reflects an initiative that will entail an assessment and
testing of Laptop computer issues. This work will be carried out by City IT staff; therefore,
there is no cost associated with it; 450 laptops will be purchased and deployed.

5

INF 1

Wi-Fi Upgrade (in progress): This initiative was identified in the course of the ITSP
project, but it is underway.

6

ESW 2

Enterprise Content Management Roadmap: This cost reflects an initiative that will
entail professional planning services provided by a consultant

7

DSW 3

Business License Application: This cost reflects an initiative that will entail software
and professional implementation services provided by a Systems Integrator, in addition
to ongoing software maintenance costs. This initiative will require the participation of City
subject matter experts.

8

ESW 3

Geographic Information System Strategic Plan: This cost reflects an initiative that
will entail professional planning services provided by a consultant. This initiative will
require the participation of City GIS subject matter experts and end-users.

9

ESW 4

Cashiering Application: This cost reflects an initiative that will entail software and
professional implementation services provided by a Systems Integrator, in addition to
ongoing software maintenance costs. This initiative will require the participation of City
subject matter experts.

10

M2

IT Organization at Department Level: This cost reflects an initiative that will entail the
City's changing the status of the IT organization to a Department; therefore, there is no
associated cost.

11

M6

IT Staffing: This initiative entails resourcing the City's IT department. The cost for all IT
staffing is shown in Figure 3.2.1: ITSP 5-Year Sustainability Resources Investment
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M3

IT Governance: This initiative entails the City/IT Department adopting and implement
the policy articulated in the ITSP project. Therefore, there is no cost associated with this
initiative.

13

M1

IT SLA: This initiative entails the City/IT Department adopting and implement the policy
articulated in the ITSP project. Therefore, there is no cost associated with this initiative.

YEAR 2
1

ESW 6

Capital Improvement Program Application: This cost reflects an initiative that will
entail software and professional implementation services provided by a Systems
Integrator, in addition to ongoing software maintenance costs. This initiative will require
the participation of City subject matter experts.

2

O5

Best Practices: This initiative entails the adoption of various IT best practices. This
work will be carried out by City IT staff; therefore, there is no cost associated with it.

3

O2

Upgrade to Windows 10: This cost reflects the cost of a software upgrade. City IT staff
will perform this work; therefore, there is no associated professional services cost.

4

O3

MDM (Mobile Device Management): This cost reflects the cost of the software. City IT
staff will perform this work; therefore, there is no associated professional services cost.

5

M6

IT Staffing: This initiative entails resourcing the City's IT department. The cost for all IT
staffing is shown in Figure 3.2.1: ITSP 5-Year Sustainability Resources Investment

6

HW 1

Upgrade Police/City-Wide Radio System: This cost reflects an initiative that will entail
hardware purchase and professional services provided by a Systems Integrator.

YEAR 3
1

DSW 1

Legal Document Management System: This cost reflects an initiative that will entail
software and professional implementation services provided by a Systems Integrator, in
addition to ongoing software maintenance costs. This initiative will require the
participation of City subject matter experts.

2

I2

ActiveNet and Agresso: This cost reflects a systems integration initiative that will entail
professional services provided by a Systems Integrator. This initiative will require the
participation of City subject matter experts and end-users of both systems to be
interfaced.

3

ESW 5

Leave of Absence Application: This cost reflects an initiative that will entail software
and professional implementation services provided by a Systems Integrator, in addition
to ongoing software maintenance costs. This initiative will require the participation of City
subject matter experts.

4

M5

IT Purchasing Policy: This initiative entails the City/IT Department articulating and
adopting a new IT purchasing policy as identified in the ITSP project. Therefore, there
is no cost associated with this initiative.

5

M6

IT Staffing: This initiative entails resourcing the City's IT department. The cost for all IT
staffing is shown in Figure 3.2.1: ITSP 5-Year Sustainability Resources Investment
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YEAR 4
1

DSW 4

Learning Management System: This cost reflects an initiative that will entail software
and professional implementation services provided by a Systems Integrator, in addition
to ongoing software maintenance costs. This initiative will require the participation of City
subject matter experts.

2

I1

Enquesta, EnerGov, PSI, Cashiering: This cost reflects a systems integration initiative
that will entail professional services provided by a Systems Integrator. This initiative will
require the participation of City subject matter experts and end-users of all systems to
be interfaced.

3

O4

Deploy Printers via AD: This cost reflects an initiative that will entail City's IT staff
performing this work; therefore, there is no associated cost.

YEAR 5
1

O 8.6

Adopt Printer Management: This cost reflects an initiative that will entail City's IT staff
performing this work; therefore, there is no associated cost.

2

INF 3

Replace/Ugrade Phone System: This cost reflects an initiative that will entail hardware
purchase and professional services provided by a Systems Integrator.

3

INF 2

Replace Network Switches: This cost reflects an initiative that will entail hardware
purchase, with City's IT staff performing this work.

3.2

ITSP Sustainability Resource Investment

Sustaining the implementation of the ITSP until 2026 will
require IT human resources. Emerging technologies, and
the demands they will place on the City's stressed
infrastructure, will require corresponding knowledge, skills,
and abilities in sufficient levels to ensure the successful
implementation and long-term support of ITSP initiatives.
Figure 1.6.1: ITSP 5-Year Sustainability Resources
Investment, on the following page, provides a gross budget
estimate for the necessary IT staff resources to successfully
operate existing systems, deploy planned IT initiatives, and
implement the ITSP Roadmap over the next 15 – 20 years.
The resourcing strategy assumes that the following IT staff will be added over time, in
concert with the deployment of certain systems as certain ITSP initiatives come online,
as financial resources allow. The functional titles in the proposed IT organization chart Figure
M 2.2: Proposed IT Organization in IT Strategic Plan Volume 1: IT Strategic Plan.
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Figure 3.2.1: ITSP 5-Year Sustainability Resources Investment, Direct Salaries
Prior.

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3

Functional Titles

Network Administrator
System Administrator
User Tech
Business Process Analyst
Business Innovation Manager
User Tech Lead
GIS Analyst
Information Security Officer
GIS Analyst
Database Administrator
Solution Developer (PD)
Solution Developer (FD)
Solution Developer (Water)

Year 1

Year 2

114,400
114,400
62,400
104,000
135,200

114,400
114,400
62,400
104,000
135200
83,200
104,000
135,200
104,000

530,400

Year 3

114,400
114,400
62,400
104,000
135200
83,200
104,000
135,200
104,000
135,200
104,000
104,000
104,000
956,800 1,404,000

Year 4

Year 5

114,400
114,400
114,400
114,400
62,400
62,400
104,000
104,000
135200
135,200
83,200
83,200
104,000
104,000
135,200
135,200
104,000
104,000
135,200
135,200
104,000
104,000
104,000
104,000
104,000
104,000
1,404,000 1,404,000

Figure 3.2.2: ITSP 5-Year Sustainability Resources Investment, Fully Burdened Salaries
Prior.

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3

Functional Titles

Network Administrator
System Administrator
User Tech
Business Process Analyst
Business Innovation Manager
User Tech Lead
GIS Analyst
Information Security Officer
GIS Analyst
Database Administrator
Solution Developer (PD)
Solution Developer (FD)
Solution Developer (Water)

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

160,160
160,160
87,360
145,600
189,280

160,160
160,160
87,360
145,600
189,280
83,200
145,600
189,280

160,160
160,160
87,360
145,600
189,280
83,200
145,600
189,280
145,600
189,280
145,600
145,600
145,600

160,160
160,160
87,360
145,600
189,280
83,200
145,600
189,280
145,600
189,280
145,600
145,600
145,600

160,160
160,160
87,360
145,600
189,280
83,200
145,600
189,280
145,600
189,280
145,600
145,600
145,600

742,560

1,160,6 1,786,720

1,786,720

1,786,720
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The figure below illustrates the investment assumptions used in the foregoing figure. High-end
were averaged used since we do not know what the actual cost of hired staff might be.
Figure 3.2.3: ITSP 5-Year Sustainability Resources Investment Assumptions

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Network Administrator
System Administrator
Database Administrator
User Tech
User Tech Lead
Solution Developer (PD)
Solution Developer (FD)
Solution Developer (Water)
GIS Analyst
GIS Analyst
Business Process Analyst
Information Security Officer
Business Innovation Manager

Low
Hrly

High
Hrly

Hrs. /
Yr

Direct
Salary

41
41
50
23
30
33
33
33
33
33
37
50
50

55
55
65
30
40
50
50
50
50
50
50
65
65

2080
2080
2080
2080
2080
2080
2080
2080
2080
2080
2080
2080
2080

114,400
114,400
135,200
62,400
83,200
104,000
104,000
104,000
104,000
104,000
104,000
135,200
135,200

Burden
Rate

Burdened
Salary

1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4

160,160
160,160
189,280
87,360
116,480
145,600
145,600
145,600
145,600
145,600
145,600
189,280
189,280

The figure below illustrates the staff titles, proposed costs, reason for the position, and
consequence of the position were not filled.
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Figure 3.2.4: ITSP 5-Year Sustainability Resources Investment Footnotes
Title

Proposed Hrly. Cost

Reason for the position

Consequence

1

Network Administrator

$41 - $55 (using Network
Administrator salary range)

Operation workload increase / Single
point of failure/loss of institutional
knowledge

Network Service Interruption

2

System Administrator

$41 - $55 (using Network
Administrator salary range)

Operation workload increase / Single
point of failure/loss of institutional
knowledge

Datacenter operation interruption

3

Database Administrator

$50 - $65 (increasing from
Network Administrator
salary range)

Report and System data performance
tuning, no professional database
management

System performance, managing
backup schedule, and licenses,
new projects

4

User Tech

$23 - $30 (using Systems
Technician I and II salary
range)

IT Service desk support load
increase/Wi-Fi / MDM / Increase in enduser software and device

City staff frustration due to IT
service delays

$30 - $40 (increasing from
Systems Technician I and
II salary range)

Lack Call Center function/IT Service
desk support load increase / Wi-Fi /
MDM / Increase in end-user software
and device

City staff frustration due to IT
service delays

$33-$50 (using Systems
Analyst I and II salary
range)

To support PD application and report
function, prevent a single source of
failure, plans for data-centric crime
response

PD Business application and
reporting will continue to suffer,
and consultant spend increase

$33-$50 (using Systems
Analyst I and II salary
range)

To support Telestaff, EPCR, MCL-AVL,
Fire RMS, Cell phones, Stationary
Computers

Loss of productivity due to
technology solutions supported by
Fire staff

5

User Tech Lead

6

Solution Developer (PD)

7

Solution Developer (FD)
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$33-$50 (using Systems
Analyst I and II salary
range)

To support SCADA systems (hardware,
software, equipment)

Loss of productivity due to
technology solutions supported by
Fire staff

$33-$50 (using Systems
Analyst I and II salary
range)

To properly support increasing GIS load
due to enterprise GIS demand

Enterprise GIS support continues
suffering and lacks GIS adoption
in certain city operations. This
diminishes efficiency.

$33-$50 (using Systems
Analyst I and II salary
range)

To properly support increasing GIS load
due to enterprise GIS demand

9

GIS Analyst

10

GIS Analyst

11

Business Process Analyst

$37-$50 (using Senior
Management Analyst
salary range)

To understand, define and map the
department business processes and
projects. Gap analysis for the City
departments.

Help departments to communicate
their business tech needs
effectively and timely. This will cut
wastage in City staff time and
drastically improve IT Solution
services

12

Information Security
Officer

$50-$65 (increasing from
IT Project Manager salary
range)

To keep City appraised of changing
technology threats, respond and report
appropriately, train the city staff and
manage all security initiatives, including
response stems from SOC

High risk and lack of protection for
the City Assets.

13

Business Innovation
Manager

$50-$65 (increasing from
IT Project Manager salary
range)

To manage the assessment and
redefining of City business processes,
defining requirements for providing
responsive and innovative technology
solutions leading to the identification of
new areas where technology can add
value to the City.

High risk of not making, getting
the highest value from
investments in technology, and
not meeting internal and public
service requirements.
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Figure 3.2.4, Total ITSP Investment Summary, provides a total investment summary including
ITSP technology initiatives and IT sustainability resources. The summary represents a gross level
of magnitude investment that will take the City of Ventura to the next level in its evolution as an
innovative, high-performing City.
Figure 3.2.5: Total ITSP Investment Summary
Year 1
ITSP Roadmap

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Subtotals

2,266,000 1,1573,500

490,400

513,600

775,200

5,618,700

New IT Staffing

742,560

1,160,640

1,786,720

1,786,720

1,786,720

7,263,360

Yearly
Investment

3,008,560

2,734,140

2,277,120

2,300,320

2,561,920

12,882,060

Average 2,576,412 per year.
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Section 4
5-Year ITSP Roadmap

4.1

ITSP Implementation Roadmap Principles

The ITSP Roadmap illustrates the prioritized
sequencing and projected timelines for strategic
initiatives over a 5-year period. The Roadmap
represents the logical and well-planned implementation
phase of the IT Strategic Plan.
The yearly ITSP project schedules reflect the final
priorities identified as of this writing. However, it bears
noting that this Roadmap is a living document. As a
planning and implementation document, this document
should be reviewed on a yearly basis, and adjusted
as the City's organization needs, financial position,
technologies emerge, and the City's Information
Technology portfolio changes.
4.1.1

Technology Implementation Principles

The ITSP Implementation Roadmap adheres to a framework comprised of a number of general
operating principles, as outlined below:
1.

Build a solid and secure infrastructure foundation.
The ITSP Roadmap assumes that the City's network and communications infrastructure is
sound and secure, allowing for the deployment of various strategic technologies. This is a
prerequisite to the deployment of departmental and enterprise applications.
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2.

Focus on economies of scale in the investment and deployment of initiatives.
For instance, the implementation of an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system will
meet the needs of several departments; an Online Payments application can be used to
address several online payment requirements across numerous departments and
applications.

3.

Provide staff with sufficient tools of the trade.
The ITSP Roadmap focuses on providing staff with the fundamental tools needed to provide
City services and interface with all of the City's customers, i.e., contemporary departmental
and enterprise application software, mobile devices, and web-enabled service delivery
solutions.

4.

Recognize deployment prerequisites.
The ITSP Roadmap recognizes that deployment of certain solutions requires up-stream
system preparation, i.e., upgrading the City's network, ubiquitous remote Wi-Fi access to
data for City staff working in the field, and so on. In some cases, this may require the City
to acquire enabling hardware and/or software technologies either in-house or through
"cloud-based" service providers.

5.

Utilize parallel deployment approaches to fast-track initiatives.
To the extent possible, based on available resources, some ITSP Roadmap initiatives will
occur in parallel using appropriate IT staff resources and/or service providing firms to
execute IT projects and initiatives. However, multiple enterprise systems should not be
deployed at the same time as that might unnecessarily tax the workload of existing City IT
staff and end-users.

6.

Use IT best practices for the execution and management of ITSP Roadmap initiatives.
All development and implementation projects will use formal industry standard PMBOK®
(the Project Management Institute's Project Management Body of Knowledge) Project
Management methodology and a uniform Enterprise Architecture, Structured Development
Life Cycle (SDLC) methods, development tools, and databases. The ITSP assumes all IT
staff have been trained in project management fundamentals.

7.

Allocate sufficient IT resources to ensure sustainability.
The ITSP Roadmap currently includes ITSP initiatives of varying scale and complexity over
the next several years. This represents a significant workload for the IT organization – on
top of existing IT projects and ongoing IT operational activities. The ITSP implementation
will require the City to place a high level of importance on IT staff resource allocation (City
staff, contractors and/or consultants) to successfully deploy and effectively sustain the IT
Strategic Plan.
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5-Year ITSP Implementation Timeline

The figure on the following page (4.2.1) provides an
overview of the proposed 5-year ITSP Roadmap. In
general, the 5-year plan follows the prioritization identified
in Section 2 of this document. The following should be
noted:
•

Projects requiring requirements definition/IT
Governance and/or a solicitation process are shown
with a light-colored bar preceding the solid dark
color bar, which indicates the deployment timelines.
ITSP Roadmap initiatives that require a solicitation
process tend to be larger and more complex projects.
These projects will generally be carried out by external
professional resources supported by internal City IT
staff/subject matter experts.

•

Projects anticipated to be carried out by existing IT staff resources without a solicitation phase
are shown with a solid bar indicating approximate deployment timelines. (The solid bar
indicates the projected implementation timelines, not the upfront requirements definition and
solicitation timelines.)

•

From a planning perspective, the solicitation timelines are important because they imply:
 A formal requirements definition effort;
 The formation of staff resources for the development of RFP documents;
 The formation of end-user evaluation/selection committees;
 The assignment of appropriate IT staff resources for the execution of the initiatives;
 The assignment of appropriate City staff backfilled resources for the execution of large IT
projects, i.e., Enterprise Resource Planning solutions; and
 The identification of appropriate Change Management activities.

•

Ongoing ITSP Roadmap initiatives are shown with a dashed line.

•

The number in the column titled "MO" indicates the approximate number of months estimated
to carry out an initiative.

•

The timings of ITSP Roadmap initiatives are subject to change based on the availability
of funding, either at the department or enterprise level.

•

The ITSP Roadmap proposed here is not cast in concrete and should be reviewed on a
yearly basis, revised, and adjusted as appropriate.
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Figure 4.2.1: Overall 5-Year Implementation Roadmap
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Implementation Roadmap Footnotes

The numbers shown in the "MO" column indicate the number of months for the implementation of an ITSP
initiative, shown with the dark-colored bar. It does not include the front-end work to develop requirements
or carry out a solicitation.
Implementation Assumptions:
The footnotes below provide a synopsis on the implementation approach for each of the ITSP initiatives
listed over the 5-year timeline. The number in the parenthesis indicates the estimated duration of each
initiative in months. The foregoing project timelines assume all project deployments will use formal
PMBOKTM Project Management and Change Management Best practices.
YEAR 1
1

ESW 0

ERP System: This is not an ITSP initiative; requirements definition is currently
underway. It is included here because it is a major initiative requiring a significant
procurement and implementation effort.

2

ESW 1

311 / Customer Relationship Management: This initiative assumes a 6-month timeline
to develop detailed technical and functional requirements, RFP, and go through a formal
procurement process to procure a CRM solution, followed by a Systems Integrator
deployment estimated to take eight months.

3

HW 2.1

PCs Reevaluation/Deployment: This initiative assumes an ongoing effort to evaluate
PC technical requirements and configurations, including testing, to ensure City staff
receive PCs properly configured to work carried out. One hundred and thirty (130) PCs
will be deployed.

4

HW 2.2

Laptop Deployment: This initiative assumes an ongoing effort to deploy 450 laptops to
City staff. To support a mobile workforce.

5

INF 1

Wi-Fi Upgrade (in progress): This initiative is already in progress and assumes a 3month timeline to complete it. This initiative is being carried out by City IT staff.

6

ESW 2

Enterprise Content Management Roadmap: This initiative assumes a 2-month
timeline to execute a solicitation to retain a Consultant to provide professional services,
estimated to take four months.

7

DSW 3

Business License Application: This initiative assumes a 4-month timeline to develop
detailed technical and functional requirements, RFP and go through a formal
procurement process to procure a Business License solution, followed by a Systems
Integrator deployment estimated to take eight months.

8

ESW 3

Geographic Information System Strategic Plan: This initiative assumes a 2-month
timeline to execute a solicitation to retain a Consultant to provide professional services,
estimated to take three months.

9

ESW 4

Cashiering Application: This initiative assumes a 4-month timeline to develop detailed
technical and functional requirements, RFP, and go through a formal procurement
process to procure a Cashiering solution, followed by a Systems Integrator deployment
estimated to take nine months. This timeline will include integrating into a number of
existing City systems.

10

M2

IT Organization at Department Level: This initiative assumes a 3-month timeline to
redefine the IT organization as a Department in the City's organization chart.
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11

M6

IT Staffing: This initiative assumes the ongoing process of aligning the IT organization
to the ITSP, resourcing it with the necessary knowledge, skills, and abilities over three
years, carried out by IT management.

12

M3

IT Governance: This initiative assumes a 3-month timeline to formalize, document, and
train IT staff and Steering Committee on the IT Governance process. This initiative will
be carried out by appropriate City staff.

13

M1

IT SLA: This initiative entails a 3-month timeline to formalize and document IT Service
Level Agreement) s) with City Departments as appropriate.

YEAR 2
1

ESW 6

Capital Improvement Program Application: This initiative assumes a 4-month timeline
to develop detailed technical and functional requirements, RFP, and go through a formal
procurement process to procure a CIP solution, followed by a Systems Integrator
deployment estimated to take six months.

2

O5

Adopt IT Industry Best Practices: This initiative entails a 3-month timeline to articulate,
document, adopt, and training IT staff on various IT best practices.

3

O2

Upgrade to Windows 10: This initiative assumes a 3-month timeline to carry out a
Windows upgrade of all City devices. This initiative can be carried out by City IT staff.

4

O3

MDM (Mobile Device Management): This initiative assumes a 3-month timeline to:
procure MDM software and implement it. This initiative can be carried out by City IT staff.

5

M6

IT Staffing: This initiative assumes the ongoing process of aligning the IT organization
to the ITSP, resourcing it with the necessary knowledge, skills, and abilities over three
years, carried out by IT management.

6.

HW 1

Upgrade Police/City-Wide Radio System: This initiative assumes a 3-month timeline
to develop detailed technical and functional requirements, RFP, and go through a formal
procurement process to procure the Police Radio System, followed by a vendor
deployment estimated to take three months.

YEAR 3
1

DSW 1

Legal Document Management System: This initiative assumes a 4-month timeline to
develop detailed technical and functional requirements, RFP, and go through a formal
procurement process to procure a Legal System solution, followed by a Systems
Integrator deployment estimated to take six months.

2

I2

ActiveNet and Agresso Integration: This initiative assumes a 3-month timeline to
develop detailed technical and functional requirements, RFP, and go through a formal
procurement process to procure the Police Radio System, followed by a vendor
deployment estimated to take three months.

3

ESW 5

Leave of Absence Application: This initiative assumes a 3-month timeline to develop
detailed technical and functional requirements, RFP, and go through a formal
procurement process to procure a Leave of Absence solution, followed by a Systems
Integrator deployment estimated to take five months.

4

M5

IT Purchasing Policy: This initiative assumes a 2-month timeline to articulate a
purchasing policy related to IT procurements. This initiative can be carried out by City IT
staff.
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IT Staffing: This initiative assumes the ongoing process of aligning the IT organization
to the ITSP, resourcing it with the necessary knowledge, skills and abilities over three
years, carried out by IT management.

M6

YEAR 4
1

DSW 4

Learning Management System: This initiative assumes a 4-month timeline to develop
detailed technical and functional requirements, RFP, and go through a formal
procurement process to procure an LMS solution, followed by a Systems Integrator
deployment estimated to take six months.

2

I1

Enquesta, EnerGov, PSI, Cashiering: This initiative assumes a 4-month timeline to
develop detailed technical requirements, RFP, and go through a formal procurement
process to procure professional; services from a Systems Integrator to integrate the
existing systems.

3

O4

Deploy Printers via AD: This initiative assumes a 3-month timeline for IT staff to develop
a process and to employ Active Directory for all printers. This initiative is being carried
out by City IT staff.

YEAR 5
1

O 8.6

Adopt Printer Management: This initiative assumes a 2-month timeline for IT staff to
develop a process to adopt printer management policies and practices. This initiative
can be carried out by City IT staff.

2

INF 3

Replace Phones (approx. 500): This initiative assumes a 4-month timeline to develop
detailed technical requirements, RFP, and go through a formal procurement process to
procure new telephones, followed by a Systems Integrator deployment estimated to take
three months.

3

INF 2

Replace Network Switches: This initiative assumes a 3-month timeline for IT staff to
replace existing network switches.
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Section 5
City & Customer
Benefits

5.1

ITSP Roadmap Benefits

A number of quantitative and qualitative benefits were
identified in the ITSP Roadmap project, indicating a
considerable opportunity for enhancing internal operations
and service delivery to the public.
Forty (40) different types of potential benefits, for a total
of two-hundred and sixty (260) benefits, were identified in
thirteen (13) mission-critical business processes mapped in
Rapid Workflow® workshops. This represents an average of
twenty (20) business process/service delivery benefits per
workshop.
While the benefits were not quantified (e.g., there is no measure of benefits in terms of dollars),
the list below provides a general indicator on the magnitude of the opportunity. It is notable that
the top 5 benefits to be derived from implementing the ITSP include:
•
•
•
•

Staff time savings
Improved efficiencies
Cost savings
Enhanced customer service

The figure on the following page, Figure 5.1.1: Summary of Potential City-wide Benefits, provides
a compiled list of sorted ITSP Implementation Roadmap benefits identified by City staff and
management if the ITSP initiatives were implemented. The Gant chart illustrates the twenty (20)
most mentioned potential benefits.
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Figure 5.1.1: Summary of Potential City-wide Benefits
Benefits Types

#

1

Staff time savings

41

2

Improved efficiencies

41

3

Cost savings

19

4

Enhanced customer service

18

5

Business process improvement

11

6

Reduced errors

11

7

Improved accountability

7

8

Increased use/confidence on ECMS

6

9

More efficient virtual meetings

6

10

Easier to find documents

5

11

Improved image of the City

5

12

Improved legal & regulatory compliance

5

13

Up to date record retention schedule

5

14

Better ability to respond to issues quickly

5

15

Interoperability with other public agencies

4

16

Eliminate the use of paper

4

17

Staff will be able to do high-value work

4

18

Cleaner data

4

19

Reduced contacting Clerk for assistance

3

20

Increased performance metrics/outcomes

3

5.1.1

Note:
The “#” column indicates
the total number of times
each benefit was identified
in all of the Rapid Workflow®
workshops.

Implementation Roadmap Benefit Footnotes

The number in the parenthesis indicates the number of times the benefit was mentioned.

1.

Staff Time Savings (41):
Funding the ITSP Roadmap will allow for better use of staff time and time-savings; given
the recessionary period getting more productive outcomes with the same number of staff
may mitigate the need for more staff across the City. The implementation of the ITSP
Roadmap will allow existing City staff better meet the service demands of the City's
customers.

2.

Improved efficiencies:
Execution of the ITSP Roadmap will further the efficient use of staff time, in terms of
executing common work tasks, looking for information, not re-keying data into redundant
systems, and/or looking for (and gathering) information from numerous disparate systems.
Execution of the ITSP Roadmap will improve staff productivity by fostering a workplace
where more can be done with staff existing resources
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3.

Cost savings:
Implementing the ITSP Roadmap will reduce the City's operating costs in several areas by
reducing: the number of hardcopy documents, duplicate staff work, wasted staff time, the
cost of driving back and forth to City facilities by field staff, etc. Constituents will also see
cost savings by accessing City information and services online, without having to drive to
the City to receive services or gather information.

4.

Enhanced customer service:
Execution of the ITSP Roadmap will improve the levels of customer service internally
amongst City staff and externally to the Ventura community. In both cases, workplace
automation replaces the need to manually access, process and/or manage information with
hardcopy documents.

5.

Business process improvement:
The adoption and funding of the ITSP Roadmap will provide a significant opportunity to
streamline the execution of City work activities in many areas. This will result in improved
internal operations and enhanced service delivery and customer experience for City staff
and community members.

6.

Reduced errors:
Implementing the ITSP Roadmap recommended applications, particularly those offering
workflow automation, with auto-notifications, auto-routing, e-forms/smart forms will
eliminate time-consuming processing of hardcopy forms requiring duplicate data entry,
where the same or similar data is re-keyed into more than one application, resulting in an
increased propensity for errors. Similar data entry into disparate systems, and systems that
lack data validation, will be mitigated. The ITSP will improve the ability of City staff and
management to process data in a timely manner with reduced errors.

7.

Improved accountability: Implementing the contemporary systems identified in the ITSP
will provide technologies that support an Enterprise Architecture, where interoperability and
database integrity is a prerequisite to implementation. Moreover, the adoption of formal
requirements definition will address data integrity, data analytics, and reporting, furthering
improved reliability and accountability of data and how departments leverage it.

8.

Increased use/confidence on ECMS:
Implementing the content management recommendation will improve the overall document
and records management practices across the City. It will make it faster and easier to find
content related to providing City services, freeing up staff time currently spent on locating
documents. The ITSP will better leverage the existing OnBase document management
system, improving compliance with the City's records retention schedule and mitigate legal
exposures.

9.

More efficient virtual meetings:
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Improvements to the City's infrastructure, Wi-Fi, Internet access, and computers properly
configured for virtual meetings. This will allow staff to be as efficient as possible while
working in the new normal, which is an online collaboration and service delivery.
10.

Easier to find documents: Implementing the content management recommendation will
improve the overall document and records management practices across the City. It will
make it faster and easier to find content related to providing City services.

The benefits identified above and the remaining quantitative and qualitative benefits not shown
here provide a compelling business case for approving and funding the City's ITSP Roadmap.
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Section 6
Closing
Recommendations

6.1

Adoption & Funding

Based on the voluminous amount of data collected from City
staff and management, the findings and recommendations
of the ITSP Implementation Roadmap, and the
opportunities for making substantial progress in the use of
emerging
Information
Technologies,
ThirdWave
recommends that the City approve and adopt the ITSP.
Doing so will result in business process improvement,
increased operational efficiencies, and enhanced service
delivery to residents, businesses, and tourists to the City
while containing operational costs.
Adoption of the ITSP represents a substantial opportunity to
position the City in terms of emerging automation and
enhanced sustainability for the next 5 to 10 years.

NEXT STEPS
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